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A b s t r a c t
The work described in this thesis is a theoretical investigation of the properties of 
exciton-polaritons in quantum wells (QWs). The polariton effect is first studied in 
the case of a completely coherent interaction between QW excitons and bulk photons, 
i.e. in the so called strong coupling limit. Then, an incoherent damping rate for the 
exciton states is included and the resulting modifications in the polariton dispersion 
are analyzed. A microscopic model which accounts for the scattering of QW excitons 
by random impurities is also proposed.
In the strong coupling limit, a definitive and correct description of the QW polariton 
dispersion, for both confined and radiative modes, is obtained when the exciton- 
photon coupling is treated non perturbatively. A self-consistent perturbation theory 
which qualitatively agrees with the obtained results is also formulated.
W ith increasing the incoherent damping, the orthogonality between radiative and 
confined polariton states is not affected, but a phase transition from the strong cou­
pling regime to a weak coupling one occurs for both modes. The crossover between 
the two regimes is attributed to a topological change of the polariton dispersion curves 
when the damping rate reaches a critical value.
A microscopic approach dealing with scattering of excitons by random impurities is 
formulated in terms of a quadratic Hamiltonian for QW excitons, bulk photons and 
localised impurities. By analyzing the preliminary results based on the calculation of 
the relevant eigenstates, the mixing between radiative and confined modes is observed.
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
This thesis represents a theoretical investigation of the properties of exciton-polaritons 
in quantum wells (QWs). Polaritons are the mixed modes tha t arise from the inter­
action between material excitations (phonons, excitons...) and the retarded electro­
magnetic field. Polaritons have come out as a very prolific research field in solid-state 
physics and have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally for more 
than 40 years. Furthermore, the rapid and huge developments recently achieved in 
the nanostructure physics have stimulated new studies on excitons and polaritons in 
confined electronic and photonic structures.
In this research work, polaritons have been first studied in the case of a completely 
coherent “QW exciton - bulk photons” coupling and then by taking into account 
the effect of an incoherent damping for the exciton states. In the last case, a novel 
polariton effect has been found. A model which accounts for exciton scattering by 
random impurities has also been proposed.
1.1 O v e r v i e w
In the first Chapter, background information tha t will be used throughout the thesis 
is provided. After a brief discussion about light-matter interaction, the theory of 
excitons in bulk and quantum well structures with regards to their coupling with 
the light field is briefly reviewed. In the second part the semi-classical and quantum 
theories for exciton polaritons are discussed. The last Section deals with the meaning 
of absorption and luminescence in the polariton picture.
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In tlie second Chapter the polariton effect in quantum  wells is investigated. Even 
though the polariton dispersion is a well established concept, some anomalies arise 
when the standard approach (described in the first part), based on the non-local 
response theory and on the perturbation theory, is applied. In order to get a complete 
and exact picture, in the second part the dispersion of QW polaritons is derived within 
a microscopic framework. The origin of the anomalies arising within the standard 
approach is then explained with a self-consistent perturbation theory. The last part 
of the Chapter deals with the description of the most relevant phenomena which affect 
the exciton-photon coupling.
The third Chapter is entitled 'Strong-weak coupling transition' and deals with the 
modifications which occur in the well developed QW -polariton dispersion when an 
incoherent damping rate for the QW-exciton states is introduced. The first part is 
devoted to the analysis of the confined QW polariton modes, while the second part 
focuses on the radiative states. Possible experimental verifications of the novel results 
reported here are also discussed.
In the fourth Chapter a microscopic model dealing with scattering of QW excitons 
by random impurities is introduced. Preliminary results show tha t, with increasing 
disorder, the radiative and confined polariton modes start to mix.
In the last Chapter. 'Conclusions', the main results are reviewed.
1 .2  L i g h t - M a t t e r  In t e r a c t i o n  a n d  t h e  C o n c e p t  
o f  P o l a r i t o n s
The concept of polariton arises in a natural way after an accurate analysis of what 
is propagating when light travels through m atter. In vacuum the solution is straight­
forward. since light in vacuum is a transverse electromagnetic wave and its quanta 
are known as photons. In m atter, a more careful analysis is required.
The description of the interaction of light with m atter can be endeavored at two 
levels [1]. One is the so called perturbative treatm ent, also known as the weak coupling 
case: in this case the electromagnetic field and the m atter s excitations are considered 
independent variables. The exhaustive picture in this case is the following: a photon 
travels towards the m atter, it is absorbed and m atter goes from the ground state
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to the excited. This approach, even though satisfactory in many cases, does not 
account for the whole physics behind this picture: the optically excited states of 
the m atter are naturally associated with some polarization P ; if not, the transition 
would be optically forbidden since it would not couple to the electromagnetic field via 
the dipole operator. Also, every oscillating polarization will emit an electromagnetic 
wave tha t can act back onto the incident electromagnetic field. This interplay is 
what defines the strong coupling limit between light and m atter and the concept of 
polaritons: the light travelling in a solid (for most of the spectral range) is always a 
mix of an electromagnetic wave (photons) and a “mechanical” polarization wave that 
can be quantized in form of quasiparticles with energy huj and momentum hk; this 
mixed wave can be itself quantized and its energy quanta are called polaritons.
1 .3  E x c i t o n s
Excitons are the excited states of an insulating crystal which go beyond the one- 
electron approximation1: they are bound states of an electron in the conduction band 
and a hole in the valence band. Excitons can move through the crystal and transport 
energy, but do not transport charge as they are electrically neutral. Excitons are 
unstable because the electron and hole eventually recombine.
In direct band-gap semiconductors, excitons can be created either (i) by absorption of 
a photon having energy less than the band-gap energy Eg (also the minimum energy 
needed to create a free electron-hole pair), but sufficient to excite an electron to the 
excitonic bound state, or (ii) by absorption of a photon having energy equal to or 
larger than the band-gap energy, which generates a free electron and a free hole which 
then relax in energy (typically by emission of phonons) until they eventually form a 
bound state.
In semiconductors excitons are usually weakly bound (Wannier-Mott excitons), the 
attraction between the electron and hole being small in comparison with the band-gap 
energy Eg and their radius much larger than the interatomic spacing. Hence, their 
motion can be described by a two-particle effective mass equation [2 , 3]. Frenkel 
excitons, mainly found in molecular crystals, represent the other limiting case, i.e,
*In this approximation the interaction with the transverse electromagnetic field accounts only 
for inter- and intraband transitions, whereas two-particle (excitonic) states are needed in order to 
explain polariton effects.
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when the electron-hole pair is tightly bound and it is associated with a single atom. 
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of both kind of excitons.
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(a) Wannier-Mott exciton. (b) Frenkel exciton.
Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of a free (or W annier-M ott) exciton and a tightly bound 
(or Frenkel) exciton (not to  scale). The cyan dots represent the atoms in the crystal, 
and the blue and white circles represent the electron and hole respectively.
In order to define and derive some relevant physical quantities that will be used and 
referred to throughout the rest of this thesis, the starting point is the ^-electron 
Hamiltonian of the semiconductor crystal. W ithin the the Hartree-Fock approxima­
tion the crystal ground state |t) is given by the Slater determinant where the electrons 
(at position rj and with wavevectors k{. i =  1,..., N )  occupy all the Bloch states v'vkv 
in the valence band:
| i) =  y 0  =  ^{^vk ,(ri), ^vk2(ra ) ,- ,^ v k N(rN)}, (1*1)
where A is the antisymmetrizing operator. The one-electron excited state \f)  is then 
written as
I/) =  ^ckcvkv =  i4 {‘*/;vki (*“l) , •**» VMcvC^ Oi 1 p c k c { * l ) i ^Mcn^n)} i (1*2)
where the valence Bloch function VVkv has been replaced by the conduction Bloch 
function By working only in the subspace of states of the form (1.2) (so, only
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one pair of bands is considered), the exciton wavefunction ^ exc can be written as:
^ e x c  =  ^   ^ ^ 4 ( k c ,  k v ) ^ c k c ,vkv i ( 1 - ^ )
kc )kv
where A(kc, kv) is a A;-space envelope function and the exciton wavevector kx =  k c—k v 
is a good (conserved) quantum number whose existence results from the translational 
symmetry of the crystal. Wannier-Mott excitons are studied more easily [4] in terms 
of the real-space envelope function defined as
F ( re. r h) =  -^ =  Y i  ^(kc, kv)e1(k— k'' r- ) , (1.4)
kc,ky
where V is the crystal volume and r e and rh refer to the electron and hole positions 
respectively. A Schrodinger equation for excitons can be written in term s of the 
real-space exciton wavefunction:
e2
Ec(-zVe) -  Ev( —iV h ) j----------T +  JcvS(re -  r h) -  E
Te ^h
F ( re, r h) =  0 , (1.5)
where F c(k), F v(k) are the conduction and valence band dispersions respectively, £b 
is the background dielectric constant screening the electron-hole Coulomb attraction 
and Jcv is the electron-hole exchange interaction.
An exciton related to a pair of parabolic bands has the following energy dispersion:
R* h2 k 2
E „(K ) =  Eg -  —  +  —  , n =  1 ,2 ,..., (1.6)
where n is the principal quantum number and
«* =  ^  Cl 71
2 e lV  2/z(aB)2 1 '
is the effective Rydberg (binding) energy, // =  (1/m* +  l /m £)-1 is the reduced 
electron-hole effective mass (m* and m £ are the electron and hole effective masses 
respectively), Mx =  m* -I- mj* is the to tal effective mass, k = |kx| and a& is the 
exciton Bohr radius. This latter is given by ub =  t fsb /ilie 2) and is typically much 
larger than the hydrogenic Bohr radius, as semiconductors are characterized by large 
dielectric constants and small effective masses. In Eq. (1.6), the electron-hole ex­
change interaction has been neglected; it just leads to extra shifts and splittings of 
the exciton states and, in particular, as kx —> 0 , it includes a non-analytical part
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which is responsible for the (instantaneous) longitudinal-transverse (LT) splitting in
the polariton dispersion.
E x c i t o n  o s c il l a t o r  s t r e n g t h
In general, in time-dependent perturbation theory, the oscillator strength / e- for a 
transition from a state |z) (with energy Ei) to a state | / )  (with energy E j)  is a 
dimensionless quantity defined by
where fouj = E f — Ei, p t are the momentum operators of the electrons, e is the 
polarization vector related to the plane wave of frequency u  inducing the transition 
and mo is the free electron mass. Accordingly, the exciton oscillator strength, i.e, the 
oscillator strength of the transition from the crystal ground state to the exciton state, 
is defined as
where hu  =  F exc — E 0  is the transition energy. For W annier-Mott excitons, either 
free or bound, and in the effective mass approximation, the above relation reads
where Pcv is the interband momentum m atrix element and, in the second line, the 
real-space envelope function has been expressed in terms of the relative and center- 
of-mass exciton variables (r,R). The exciton oscillator strength is thus dependent
in bulk semiconductors, as a result of the conservation of the exciton wavevector k x, 
F (r, R) =  elkx'RF (r) and Eq. (1.10) can be arranged as
(1 .8 )
(1.9)
( 1 .10 )
on the envelope function evaluated at zero electron-hole separation. For free excitons
where g is a spin-orbit factor taking into account the spin (singlet) component of the 
exciton state. Hence, the dimensionless exciton oscillator strength is proportional
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to the crystal volume V  -  this is a consequence of the exciton center-of-mass wave­
function that extends over the whole crystal -  and the meaningful quantity is the 
oscillator strength per unit volume f / V .
When the light-matter coupling is studied only within perturbation theory, the os­
cillator strength per unit volume of an isolated resonance can be associated to the 
absorption coefficient a(u>) integrated over the absorption peak according to the fol­
lowing relation:
f  2 ir2 e2  f
/  a(u;)duj = ——— 77 • (1.12)J nrriQC V
Thus, absorption measurements can be performed in order to evaluate the exciton 
oscillator strength and also to trace the border between the excitonic regime, in which 
the effect of the radiation field 011 the electronic states of a crystal can be studied by 
time-dependent perturbation theory, and a regime where such a description of a weak
light-matter coupling is not valid. In this last case Eq. (1.12) does not hold anymore
and the behavior of the integrated absorption can be fully explained only within the 
polariton picture, i.e. in the strong light-matter coupling, as it will be detailed in 
Section 1.5.
1 .4  Q u a n t u m  W ell  E x c i t o n s
When the motion of a particle is confined in one direction and the confinement be­
comes of the order of the particle’s de Broglie wavelength, quantum effects begin to 
dominate its behavior: the particle’s momentum and energy becomes quantized in 
that direction, while the motion in the other two dimensions is not affected.
The simplest structure in which this effect can be observed for excitons is a quan­
tum  well. This structure consists of a very thin (~  10 nm) layer of semiconductor 
surrounded by thick layers of another semiconductor having a larger band-gap. Due 
to the alignment of the bulk band structures, a band discontinuity (band offset) be­
tween the conduction (and valence) band edges appears. This variation of the band 
edge from one material to  the other determines quantum confinement effects. For the 
purposes of this thesis, only I-type structures, i.e, structures in which electrons and 
holes are confined in the same material, will be considered.
Figure 1.2 shows the energy levels of both electrons and holes in a single quantum
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Figure 1.2: Energy band diagram of a single quantum well structure with electron and 
hole energy levels depicted. Lz is the width of the QW.
well: one of the effects of the reduced dimensionality is the splitting of the valence- 
band states from which the splitting into light- and heavy-hole excitons results. As a 
consequence, in order to describe the exciton states, one needs more quantum numbers 
apart from the principal one.
In heterostructures like quantum wells, electronic states can be studied in a phe­
nomenological but accurate way with the envelope function method [5, 6]: electrons 
and holes are expressed by an effective mass equation with a confinement potential 
due to the band offset. In a quantum well, the square-well potential leads to the 
quantum-mechanical problem of a particle-in-a-box: the motion along the growth 
direction (here taken as the z-direction) is quantized, and the energy levels, called 
subbands, have a two-dimensional dispersion £„(k ||) as a function of the in-plane 
wavevector k||.
Excitons in quantum wells are described by the following Hamiltonian:
fc2r72 t 2r ;2 2
H- ■* -  ^  + +  *  <*> -  ^ 3 ^  • <113>
where Ve(ze), Vh(z^) are the square-well confining potentials for electrons (at position
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ze) and holes (at position z^), respectively, and Eg is the band-gap of the well material.
In general, due to the confinement-induced decrease of the electron-hole separation, 
the binding energy Eb of a quantum well exciton is larger than the bulk value, and 
this leads to more stable exciton states and to enhanced effects for what concerns 
absorption and photoluminescence. In the ideal two-dimensional limit, i.e. vanishing 
well width and infinite barrier height, the exciton dispersion is given by
The binding energy of the ground state (IS) exciton is thus 4R* and the effective Bohr 
radius is half its bulk value. Starting from a very wide quantum well and decreasing 
its width L, the binding energy monotonically increases from the bulk value R * to 
the 2D value 4R* [7, 8]. This holds only for the ideal case: when a realistic (finite) 
band offset is taken into account, the carriers’ wavefunctions leak into the barrier 
material for small well widths, and, as a consequence, the binding energy shows a 
maximum and then decreases towards the bulk value when the well width goes to 
zero [9]. However, when the QW is surrounded by a material with a smaller dielectric 
constant, enhancement of the binding energy beyond the value 4R* can be achieved, 
as it has been experimentally demonstrated in Ref. [10].
As in bulk semiconductors, the oscillator strength is defined by Eq. (1.8). Since now 
only the conservation of the in-plane exciton wavevector kx (now playing the role of 
the only good quantum number) holds, the real-space envelope function describing 
the exciton wavefunction is factorized as F (r e, rh) =  elkx'RuF(p, ze, z^), where (p, Ry) 
are the in-plane relative and center-of-mass exciton variables. The expression for the 
oscillator strength per unit area2 S  is then
where, as in Eq. (1.11), g is the spin-orbit factor.
2This is the only meaningful physical quantity since the oscillator strength of a quantum well 
exciton is proportional to the sample surface S.
(1.15)
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to the top of the potential well. In this case, it is more convenient to treat [11] the 
electronic states in the barrier as the unperturbed states, whereas the “quantum well” 
acts as a localized, £-like attractive potential. The localization energy E\oc is defined 
by writing the energy of electron levels as — E \oc, where E£ is now the barrier 
band-gap. Similarly as in wide quantum wells, two different physical regimes can 
described.
When the localizations energies E\OCte and £ioc,h of electrons and holes in the well 
are larger than the excitonic binding energy, electrons and holes are both separately 
localized and each pair of electron-hole levels defines an excitonic series whose energy 
spectrum is E^ = E* — E \oc>e — E\OC)h — Eb. This is the strong (or electron-hole) 
localization regime. When on the contrary the localization energy is smaller than the 
binding energy, the Coulomb attraction becomes dominant and the center of mass of 
the exciton is localized as a whole. The energy spectrum in this regime of weak (or 
center-of-mass) localization is given by Eexc =  E^ — R* — E\oc i6XC -
In narrow quantum wells the oscillator strength behaves similarly as in wide quantum 
wells. In the strong localization regime, the oscillator strength decreases for decreasing 
well widths: the carrier wavefunctions in fact are more delocalized in the barriers. 
Also, the in-plane exciton radius reaches the 3D value. In the localized center-of-mass 
regime, the oscillator strength is proportional to the localization length. The latter 
increases with decreasing well widths and so does the oscillator strength. Hence, the 
oscillator strength in narrow quantum wells again exhibits a minimum moving from 
the strong to the weak localization regime.
Figure 1.3 shows the behavior of the oscillator strength calculated [14] as a function 
of the well width: the two minima which occur first at the strong-weak confinement 
transition and then at the strong-weak localization transition are clearly spotted.
1.5  P o l a r i t o n s  in B u l k  S e m i c o n d u c t o r s
In semiconductors excitons are strongly coupled to the radiation field and most of the 
optical properties can be fully understood only within the strong-coupling picture, i.e. 
the polariton picture. One relevant example, in this sense, is represented [1] by the 
refractive index n{uj) associated with a photon hu  propagating in a semiconductor 
crystal away from the resonance. In this case, up to the second order perturbation
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Figure 1.3: Oscillator strength per unit area as a function of the quantum  well width. 
The excitonic transition refers to  the lowest heavy-hole sta te  in a GaAs/Alo.isGao.ssAs 
quantum  well. From Ref. [14].
theory, the refractive index is given by
Equation (1.16) means tha t a photon huj excites a virtual state | z) which, after a 
time A t  given by the uncertainty principle, emits a photon identical to the incident 
one, putting back the system to the initial state |i). This picture clearly fails when u  
gets close to the resonance energy Ez — Ei, since A E  =  Ez — Ei — fuu = 0 and n(uj) 
diverges.
In the polariton picture this problem does not occur, since the mixed state of elec­
tromagnetic radiation and m atter excitation is quantized as a whole. In Section 2.2 
a similar problem related to the radiative modes of QW polaritons will be faced.
Figure 1.4 shows a diagrammatic representation of an exciton-polariton. In this pic­
ture an incident photon generates an electron-hole pair which in turn recombines 
generating a photon and so on. The Coulomb interaction necessary to form a bound 
electron-hole pair, i.e. the exciton, is represented by the vertical lines between the 
electron and hole lines.
2
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of an exciton-polariton according to the diagram  technique.
The concept of exciton-polariton can be introduced also e l s  the solution of an apparent 
paradox [4]. Due to the electron - hole exchange interaction, the dispersion of optically 
active excitons splits between longitudinal and transverse modes [2]: this means that 
for kx —> 0 the state of the m atter is twofold degenerate, while, in cubic crystals, due 
to symmetry considerations [3], a threefold degeneracy is required at k x =  0. Such 
a paradox is solved if one takes into account tha t excitons with wavevectors of the 
order of the wavevector of the light in the sample - kx < ko (ko = rn j/c) - are strongly 
coupled to the transverse electromagnetic field and give rise to exciton-polaritons. As 
it will be shown, the polariton dispersion is characterized by two modes (an upper 
mode and a lower one) tha t at kx =  0 are degenerate with the longitudinal exciton; 
hence, the threefold degeneracy required by the cubic symmetry is recovered.
A semiclassical theory of polaritons was first developed during the fifties by Huang [15] 
and Born and Huang [16], analyzing the long-wavelength lattice vibrations in ionic 
crystals. The quantum-mechanical theory was then introduced by Fano [17], Hop- 
field [18] and Agranovich [19]. Exciton-polaritons axe also discussed in many tex t­
books of Semiconductor Optics [1, 20] and a more detailed analysis can be found in 
many review papers [4, 21-27]. It is worth to notice tha t excitons-polaritons are just 
an example of the strong-coupling between light and m atter. In metallic photonic 
crystal slabs, for example, the strong coupling between localized particle plasmons 
and optical waveguide modes results in the formation of a new quasi-particle called 
waveguide-plasmon polariton [28].
In the following part of this Chapter the semiclassical and quantum theories for 
exciton-polaritons in bulk semiconductors will be reviewed.
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S e m ic l a s s ic a l  t h e o r y
As previously mentioned, a semiclassical theory for polaritons in bulk systems was
first proposed and developed by Huang [15, 16], in order to describe the infrared
absorption of light below the Reststrahl frequency due to phonon resonances.
The solution of Maxwell equations and the constitutive relation D =  s(u;)E, yield 
the following dispersion relations:
r*k2
=  < u ) . (1.17)
for transverse modes (characterized by V • D  =  Vso£(t<;)E =  0), and
e(u) =  0 , (1.18)
for longitudinal modes. The former is also known as the polariton equation. Moreover, 
according to Lorentz’s model of light-matter coupling, in the vicinity of a single dipole- 
active resonance of frequency u>o, the dielectric function reads:
£{uj) = eb + ^ ± M — , (1.19)
LJq  —  UJ2  —
where Sb is the so called background dielectric constant where all the constant contri­
butions from higher resonances uqj u;0 are summarized in, 7  is a phenomenological
damping constant, and 0  is the polarizability.
Combining the polariton equation (1.17) with the dielectric function Eq. (1.19) results 
in the polariton dispersion relation (here written for 7  =  0):
4 2 f  2 , 47t0uJq c*k2\  c?k2uj2cS - u 2 [ujzq + =  0 . (1.20)
The polariton dispersion can also be obtained by solving the following set of two
coupled equations:
f ebE — c2V2E = -47tP ,\ P + o;02P = ^/3E. 1
The first is the Maxwell equation for the transverse part of the electromagnetic field 
(c2V 2E  =  d 2 D /d t2) with D  =  £bE -I- 47rP , where P  is the contribution to the elec­
tric polarization of the m atter from a particular oscillator with its own resonance- 
frequency u;0; the second one is the equation of motion for the polarization P  coupled
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to the electric field through the polarizability @ (at c^ o).
Plane wave solutions of the system (1.21) satisfy:
=  0 . ( 1 .22 )
By equating the determinant of the coefficients to zero, one obtains the eigenfrequen- 
cies u  of the P — E  coupled modes as functions of the wavevector k , i.e. the polariton 
dispersion (1.20).
The meaning of the above relations can be reviewed as follows: the electromag­
netic wave propagating through the m atter with the dielectric dispersion given by 
Eq. (1.19), has a dispersion u j  =  u j ( k )  given by Eq. (1.20) and the quantum of this 
coupled wave is the polariton. It is worth to notice that it is not essential to know 
whether the electromagnetic field of the polariton comes from an external source or 
not, since the polarization P always comes with the electric field E  and vice versa, 
through the coupled equations (1.21).
In particular, when dealing with excitons, the generic dipole-active resonance ujo must 
be replaced by the exciton dispersion, u j k  = wo+ ( h k 2 / 2 Mx), where k is the exciton 
wavevector, k  = |k| and Mx =  m* -I- m £ is the reduced effective mass of the exciton; 
the related exciton-polariton dispersion uj  = u j ( k )  is sketched in Fig. 1.5.
The transverse modes are described by a lower and an upper branch, anticrossing 
close to the wavevector of the light in the sample and both twofold degenerate. In 
the limit of no retardation (the so called instantaneous or electrostatic limit, obtained 
by letting c —* oo) the transverse solution has a frequency u,’t  =  ojq\ the longitudinal 
solution is a pure electrostatic one and has a frequency
WL=W0 ( 1 + ^ y / 2 . d .23)
For any kind of matter-excitation (either excitons or phonons) in interaction with the 
light field, the polariton dispersion is characterized mainly by two parameters:
•  The longitudinal-transverse splitting. It is the electrostatic shift of the longitu­
dinal mode, given by u;lt = uj-^  — ujt — {‘Zn(3/ this quantity is a measure 
of the instantaneous (c —► oo), long-range Coulomb interaction. In the case of 
phonon-polaritons it corresponds to the splitting between LO and TO optical
■UJ2  +  UJq - 0 ^ 0
— 47TUJ2  —£bU2 +  c2/c2
p
E
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Figure 1.5: Exciton-polariton dispersion: the upper (UP) and lower (LP) polariton 
modes together with the longitudinal exciton (LE) (solid lines); the dispersions of 
the independent photon (7 ) and transverse exciton (TE) dispersions are also shown 
(dashed lines).
phonons, while for exciton-polaritons it coincides with the non analytical part 
of the electron-hole exchange interaction3.
• The polariton splitting. It is the splitting between the upper and lower polari­
ton modes at the crossing point between the bare photon dispersion and free 
polarization (see Fig. 1.5). It is given by the following expression:
2 u)q =  (2co»o^lt)1//2 5 (1-24)
and it represents a measure of the strength of the interaction between the dipole 
active excitation and the retarded electromagnetic field.
3As a consequence, the LT splitting cannot be considered as a true polaritonic effect
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For what concerns exciton-polaritons, due to the motion of the exciton’s center of 
mass (i.e. the spatial dispersion), their dispersion turns upwards at large wavevectors 
as it is shown in Fig. 1.5. Hence, for frequencies greater than the longitudinal one (see 
the frequency range uj  > in Fig. 1.5) there are two propagating modes at the same 
energy, as first pointed out by Pekar [29]. Having more than one mode means tha t the 
two boundary conditions tha t can be deduced from Maxwell’s equations are no longer 
sufficient in order to specify their relative amplitudes: for a given incident wave on a 
semi-infinite crystal, the amplitudes of one reflected and one transm itted wave can be 
deduced, but, if there are two (or even more) states at the same frequency coupling 
to the incident light field, one (or more) additional boundary conditions (ABC) are 
needed. Even if it is not object of investigation of this research work, it is worth to 
mention that a vast literature is devoted to the ABC problem [24, 27, 29-31] and 
tha t recently it has been re-analyzed and it is a controversial issue [32, 33].
Q u a n t u m  t h e o r y  o f  p o l a r i t o n s
In a quantum-mechanical framework, polaritons are the solutions of a second-quantized 
Hamiltonian describing excitons, photons and their mutual interaction. Here, the 
quantization procedure obtained within a microscopic approach [18, 19] is briefly 
described.
The Lagrangian density for the system “excitons-photons” is given [34] by 
1 / d A \ 2 1 1 I d P \ 2 1 2 , 1 .  9P
C Snv2 (  dt )  8 j /V x A ) + 20^1 (  dt )  2/?P  + c A ' dt '
where ujo is the exciton frequency, v = c /y /eb and A and P  are the potential vector 
field and the density of polarization (due to excitons) respectively. From Eq. (1.25) 
the Maxwell equations and the constitutive relation given in Eq. (1.21) can be derived. 
From the Lagrangian density one receives the Hamiltonian density 7i  as
«  = ^ § ? + * f  ~ £ = (L26>
=  +  L ( V  X A)2 + L p *  + ^  ^  . A +  ^ A 2 , (1.27)
where p \  and pp are the conjugate momenta of the the potential vector field A and 
the density of polarization P (i.e. the classical canonical variables) respectively. The
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(operator) Hamiltonian is then obtained by integrating Eq. (1.26) over the quantiza­
tion volume V in which the fields A and P  are expanded (with periodic boundary 
conditions) as
1 /2p = E (iSr) he*r(bk + bik), 
A = E (t^) f“‘e‘k'r(at - ah) • (1.28)
where k includes the wavevector k  and the polarization vector A of the plane wave 
[k =  (k, A); —k = (—k, A)] and ek is a unit vector perpendicular to k; a \,a k (b\.,bk) 
are the Bose operators for photons (excitons).
The resulting Hamiltonian [18, 35, 36] is:
H  — ^ 2  hyk ^ +  huJk [bk +  +
+  iCk (bk ~  ^ -k j  +  Dk +  a—k^ (&k +  ’ (1-29)
where hujk — Hujq +  (h2 k2)/ (2MX) is the exciton dispersion, and the prefactors Ck and 
Dk are defined as
1 /2
Dk — fvjj[ irfiujk 
1 vke  b
(1.30)
The quadratic form (1.29) can be diagonalized by a canonical transformation [37]
S  : ak —► S a kS* , 
bk -  Sbk &  ,
where SS^ — I. The four-parametric canonical transformation S  is [37]:
(1.31)
S
51
52
53
s 4
=  S 4 S 3 S 2 S I  ,
exp
exp
exp
0fc(4a -fc “  a*a -*) ,
i5k (a lbk +  akb{ +  a*_kb-k +  a-fc&L*) 
iAp(a-pbk ~l~ o-kb-k d -  alblh)] 1
exp [ ^ ( 4 a+-fc ~  <*ka-2 )  +  (Ca +  r?fc)(&l&+-fc -  bkb .k) (1.32)
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where £*, <5*, A and r]k are the four real parameters. The photon and exciton 
operators (a* and bk) are expressed through the polariton operators c£s-+ ’_') (lower 
and upper branch polariton) by the Hopfield’s matrix [18] (R ):
( R\ i i?2 R 3  —iR* ^ + >  \
bk zi?2 R\ —iR 4  R 3 f i+)
a-k Rs iR 4  R \ —1/?2
\  )  ^ iR 4  R 3  —iR 2  R\ j &  /
(1.33)
where
Ri
R 2
Rs
i?4
cos 5k cosh A k cosh (77* +  00 +  sin 5k sinh A k s in h (^  +  Ofc) > 
cos 5k sinh Ak sinh rjk — sin 5k cosh A*; cosh rjk ,
-  sin 5k sinh A k cosh (77* +  00 ~  cos 5k cosh A k sinh(rjk +  Ck) ,
cos 5k sinh A* cosh rjk — sin 5k cosh A* sinh r)k ■ (1.34)
According to eq. (1.33), a polariton eigenstate involves modes k and —k. However, 
these polariton modes decouple in the resonant approximation of the exciton-photon 
interaction. The inverse polariton transformation is given by
 ^ R i — —R 3  iR*
(* )
-1
\
—iR 2  R\ iR 4 —R 3
—  R 3  — i R 4  R \  1 R 2
— i R 4  — R 3  ^ 1  j
(1.35)
The four independent elements Ri=1,2,3,4 of matrix (/?) can be found from diago- 
nalization of the transformed Hamiltonian (1.29). They are expressed through the 
parameters of the initial polariton Hamiltonian, e.g. in Ref. [18].
Since ^ and are identified with the creation operators for the lower and upper 
polariton respectively, it is required tha t that they satisfy the Bose commutation rules
=  5 b ic'5k k'us,s' A s )  A s ) c ( s ) t  c ( s ' ) t  sk ’ SJfc' =  0 , (1.36)
and that the Hamiltonian is diagonal in i-e-
(1.37)
Applying the conditions (1.36,1.37) leads to an eigenvalue problem, whose secular
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equation is:
— [ v 2 k 2 +  cul + +  v 2 k2v l  = 0 . (1.38)
The polarizability (3 is related to the oscillator strength per unit volume /  by (3 = 
e2 f / ( m 0 uj^V) (ra0 is the free electron mass) and the LT splitting and the exciton- 
photon coupling given in the previous paragraph can be accordingly rewritten as
27r e f  (i onN^LT = -77 , (1.39)
£b rnQuj0  v
and
^ ( ^ T ) ' / 2 . (1.40)\ £ hm 0 V )
The dispersion (1.38) is identical to the classical dispersion relation (1.20) and it 
is an expected result, since the commutator algebra used is formally equivalent to 
the classical algebra of the Poisson’s brackets. Furthermore, this result means that 
polaritons are the real elementary excitations (eigenstates) of the crystal. Since their 
energy and momentum is conserved indefinitely, with the exception of their interaction
with surfaces or vibrational states which gives rise to a finite lifetime, polaritons are
stationary states.
In the resonant exciton-photon interaction, i.e. c k /^ / i^  ~  uj0, the interaction part of 
the Hamiltonian (1.29) reduces to i C k ^ k (a kbk — b\.ak^ and the total Hamiltonian
is diagonalized using a canonical transformation S  = exp | i(f)k (^Ipk +  akb] j^ :
-  h  *  H  %)  • <“ i>V Wife w k j  \ c k J
where uk = cos 4>k and vk = sin <j)k- The corresponding inverse transformation is
£p-) =  ~ iv kak +  ukbk ,
£fc+) =  ukdk ~  ivkbk • (1.42)
Eq. (1.42) shows tha t a polariton is a composite quasi-particle consisting of the exciton 
and photon components. The functions u \ and v\ yield the relative contributions and 
the sum rule =  I5' holds. In Section 3.2 the photon component of the confined
polariton mode in quantum wells will be derived.
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Figure 1 .6 : Polariton dispersion for the Z3  exciton in CuCl. Circles by two-photon 
absorption [38]; dots and crossed by Hyper-Raman scattering [25].
M e a n i n g  a n d  r e l e v a n c e  o f  t h e  p o l a r i t o n  c o n c e p t
From what has been stated in the previous paragraph, it is the polariton dispersion 
(and not the bare exciton’s one) that is measurable in high-quality crystals and at 
low temperatures and huge experimental evidence has been reported in the last three 
decades (see for example the review by Bassani [26]). As an example, Fig. 1.6 shows 
the upper and lower branches together with the dispersion of the longitudinal exciton 
in CuCl obtained by nonlinear optical spectroscopy.
The question under which conditions polaritons and not excitons will be observed has 
not a general and straightforward answer and, even if a possible reply rests on the 
experiment to perform, two main criteria can be set down, namely temporal coherence 
and spatial coherence [11, 39].
Temporal coherence involves the exciton-photon coupling and requires all dephasing 
processes to be slower than the oscillation rate between excitons and photons in the 
polariton state. Using the interaction Hamiltonian Hi for the interaction between
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radiation and m atter given by
H i =  2m oc ^  ^ F<’ ^  ' Pi +  Pi ’ A ^ ’ ^  +  2moC ^  A ^ '  ^
and a second-quantized form for the potential vector A, the m atrix element for the 
photon-exciton transition is
where ko = ujq^ /e^ / c. Hence, at the crossing point k =  ko between the photon and
is the oscillation time between exciton and photon. Furthermore, the exciton-photon 
coupling hjjjc, which is much larger than the LT splitting u;lt, is also the relevant 
energy scale for the mixing between photon and exciton states: for instance, as it has 
been shown by Hopfield [40], the upper polariton branch is basically exciton-like for 
energies \ uj — uiq \< ujq.
In GaAs (huo = 1.515 eV and hu m  =  0.08 meV [41]) the coupling energy hue  =  7.8 
meV and the oscillation time (2ujq)~1 =  0.04 ps. Such exciton-photon oscillation 
rate is much faster than other characteristic times. For instance, in 190 nm thick 
GaAs layers, the measured dephasing time is T2 =  7.0 ±  0.5 ps (2u>c)~l • Hence, 
polaritons are very stable particles from the point of view of their temporal behavior.
The criterion of spatial coherence applied to the exciton-photon coupling requires the 
coherence length lc of the exciton wavefunction to be much larger than the wavelength 
of light, otherwise the dipole m atrix element between exciton and photon is reduced. 
As originally pointed out by Tait [39], the requirement of spatial coherence can be 
expressed in terms of marginal value qc [39, 42] for the homogeneous broadening (here 
denoted by 7 ) of the exciton:
and the coherence length lc of the exciton wavefunction is identified with the exciton 
mean free path, lc = 7 _1ug, vg = duj^/dk being the exciton group velocity evaluated
(exciton | Hi \ photon) (1.44)
exciton dispersion, the oscillation rate is just the polariton splitting 2uc  and (2u>c) 1
(1.45)
The above criterion follows from the relation lc > A, where A is the light wavelength
at the longitudinal frequency4. It means th a t scattering processes must not occur
4It is worth to notice that in this criterion it is not fully clear i) if the coherence length lc
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within a light wavelength. In general the criterion of spatial coherence is much more 
stringent than the temporal coherence one.
In the theory developed by Tait [39] the two criteria of temporal and spatial coherence 
do not have to be satisfied simultaneously: temporal coherence deals with experiments 
where the crystal is uniformly excited and the polariton dispersion is described in 
terms of complex frequencies evaluated at fixed (and real) wavevectors (quasi-particle 
solutions), while the criterion of spatial coherence would rather refer to experiments 
of optical reflectivity performed at fixed (and real) frequency with spatially decaying 
fields described by complex wavevectors (harmonic-forced solutions). Thus, as written 
at the beginning, the conditions for the validity of the polariton description depend 
on the experimental conditions.
From the experimental side, evidence of exciton-polaritons in good quality GaAs 
crystals up to 20 K has been reported after analysis of reflectivity [43], resonant light 
scattering [23, 41], time of flight [44] and luminescence (see next section) experi­
ments [43, 45, 46].
A b s o r p t i o n  a n d  l u m i n e s c e n c e
Previously, through a microscopic analysis of the exciton-photon interaction, it has 
been shown tha t polaritons are the eigenstates of an infinite crystal and, in the absence 
of dissipative processes, they are stationary states. As a consequence, within the 
exciton-polariton picture, optical absorption cannot be due to coupling of light to 
the exciton alone, but it must follow from the presence of dissipative processes like 
exciton-phonon coupling and/or interaction with crystal defects [18]. The physical 
picture is the following: an incoming photon creates an excitonic transition and then 
it is re-emitted with the same wavevector and so forth, unless scattering events destroy 
the translational symmetry and transfer energy to the crystal lattice.
Absorption measurements performed on CdS [47], CU2O [48, 49] GaSe [50], ZnSe [51] 
and GaAs [52] crystals clearly show that, by decreasing the tem perature T,  the in­
tegrated absorption K ( T ) =  f  a(cj)dcj, a(u)  being the absorption coefficient, is con­
stant only above a critical tem perature T* and then decreases to smaller values for 
T  < T*. The tem perature T * is then the crossover between the excitonic (T > T*)
can always be identified with the mean free path, ii) the reason why the group velocity should be 
evaluated at the longitudinal frequency.
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Figure 1.7: Tem perature dependence of the integrated absorption for GaSe samples of 
thickness 97 /zm (curve 1) and 26 /xm (curve 2). The crossover tem peratures TP1 and 
Tpj between the excitonic and the polaritonic regime axe clearly shown. From Ref. [50].
and the polaritonic (T < T*)  regime and only in the former case the exciton-radiation 
coupling can be treated within the perturbation theory, disregarding the oscillatory 
exchange of energy between exciton and photon, i.e, the polariton effect. In partic­
ular, it has been shown that, if the exciton has no spatial dispersion, the integrated 
absorption is constant and tem perature independent [53]. In Section 3.1 it will be 
shown tha t the same sum rule holds for non-radiative polariton modes in quantum 
wells. Figure 1.7 shows such crossover in GaSe samples [50].
The exciton-photon interaction alone cannot describe the radiative decay of excitons 
in an infinite crystal and the reason lies again in the translational invariance: due 
to the conservation of crystal momentum, an exciton with a given wavevector and 
polarization can interact with only one photon having the same wavevector and po­
larization. Hence, there is no density of states for radiative decay and only stationary 
polariton states (due to the coupling between two discrete states) can be created. 
W ithin the polariton framework, the radiative decay of free excitons can occur only 
through conversion of polaritons into photons a t the surface of the crystal sample: 
a polariton with a given wavevector propagates up to the crystal surface and there 
it gets a finite probability to be transm itted. Hence, the radiative decay rate T of a
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polariton with a well-defined wavevector can be expressed as
(i.46)
where R  is the reflection coefficient a t the surface and vg is the polariton group 
velocity; the lifetime increases with the crystal size L and it can be thought as the 
confinement time of the polariton in the sample.
Polariton luminescence is indeed a very complex phenomenon since it is the re­
sult of the interplay between polariton propagation, damping and thermalization 
processes. The most relevant microscopic process responsible for the relaxation of 
exciton-polaritons is the exciton-phonon interaction, i.e. scattering of an exciton 
with wavevector k from the state |k) to the state |k=j=q) with emission or absorption 
of a phonon with wavevector q. The scattering rate 7k of an exciton with wavevector 
k corresponds to the phenomenological damping constant 7 introduced in Eq. (1.19).
At low temperatures, when k&T <C o;lt, polaritons are mostly distributed in the lower 
branch (that extends down to the photon-like region). Since the exciton energy hwk 
is much larger than the lattice tem perature k&T, they are likely to cascade down this 
branch by emission (rather than absorption) of phonons (thermalization). However, 
polaritons can occasionally reach the surface and be reflected back and the probability 
of coming out as photons increases for decreasing k since the photon character (along 
the lower branch) increases. As a result, polaritons are mostly distributed in the 
so called bottleneck region [54]: a rather restricted region in k-space above which 
polaritons are in a quasi-thermal equilibrium, and below which, since the density of 
states decreases and the group velocity increases, the radiative lifetime dominates 
over thermal relaxation and polaritons are converted into outgoing photons.
In the case of nonresonant excitation, the observed luminescence spectra show two 
peaks related to luminescence from lower and the upper polariton branch as it has 
been observed in CdS [55, 56], GaAs [43, 46] and in GaN [57]. The lifetime of the 
luminescence is calculated to be in the ns range [45, 58], but it is very sensitive on 
the sample’s size and shape and on the excitation conditions as well.
Even though the luminescence lineshape and the radiative lifetime are determined by 
the specific experimental conditions, the widely reported evidence clearly indicates 
that, for a complete interpretation of low-temperature luminescence experiments in 
pure semiconductor crystals, the polariton picture is the relevant one.
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1 .6  S u m m a r y
In this Chapter the polariton effects, defined as those arising from the interaction 
between excitons and the transverse electromagnetic field, have been investigated. 
Excitons and their relevant properties in both bulk and quantum well structures have 
been briefly described, with particular attention to the oscillator strength, which char­
acterizes the interaction between excitons and the electromagnetic field. The polari­
ton dispersion can be derived either in a classical framework, or within a quantum- 
mechanical approach based on the second quantization of the exciton and photon 
fields. In an infinite crystal polaritons are stationary states and what is detected as 
radiative lifetime is actually the confinement time of polaritons in a finite size sam­
ple. Two criteria for the observability of polariton effects can be formulated: spatial 
coherence that applies when the frequency is real and the (polariton) distribution is 
non-uniform and temporal coherence, dealing with experiments in w’hich polaritons 
are created with a well-defined wavevector and a uniform distribution.
2 Q u a n t u m  W e l l  P o l a r i t o n s
This Chapter deals with the modifications (with respect to the bulk case) of the 
polariton concept which take place in quantum wells. This is a broad field tha t was 
started in the late sixties by Agranovich [59] and then developed during the years 
also in connection with the study of other confined structures like multiple quantum 
wells, superlattices and microcavities.
In quantum wells the breaking of the translational symmetry -  the only good quantum 
number is now the in-plane wavevector ky -  along the growth direction gives rise to 
two kind of polaritons: non-radiative (or confined) and radiative modes.
In the first two Sections, the concept of QW-polariton is introduced and the dispersion 
of both modes is obtained within a standard approach based on the non-local response 
theory and the standard perturbation theory. A microscopic theory which treats the 
“QW exciton - bulk photons” interaction non perturbatively is then developed. In 
the last part of the Chapter a self-consistent perturbation theory is formulated.
2 .1  N o n - r a d i a t i v e  a n d  r a d i a t i v e  m o d e s
As it has been explained in the previous Chapter, polariton effects result from the 
interaction between excitons and the retarded (transverse) part of the electromagnetic 
field. There is a major difference between polariton effects in bulk and in confined 
systems (see Fig. 2.1). In bulk crystals, due to the strict conservation of crystal 
momentum, an exciton with a given wavevector k x can interact with only one photon
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with the same wavevector and polarization. Hence, polaritons in bulk semiconductors 
are stationary states since there is no density of states for the radiative decay.
photonexciton
confined systems
exciton photons
Figure 2.1: Schematic picture (see Ref. [4]) of the exciton-photon interaction. In bulk 
(left), the interaction of the exciton w ith a single photon mode leads to  stationary  
polariton states and to a splitting of the eigenmodes. In quantum  wells and in general 
in all low-dimensional systems, an exciton in teracts w ith a continuum  of photon modes, 
giving rise to the radiative decay of the exciton itself.
In quasi-two-dimensional systems1, since the translational invariance is broken along 
the growth direction, an exciton with an in-plane wavevector k x =  ky can interact 
with photons having the same in-plane wavevector, but with all possible values of 
kz, i.e. the growth-direction component of the the three-dimensional bulk photon 
wavevector (see Fig. 2.1). Hence, there is a finite density of states for radiative decay. 
This is given by
P (k „ ,w =  ^ ||)  =  2 2 s  f a , -  +  =  f2 -1)
kz
2n S  V  f t c  )  .  / 1-2 _  k 2  0  '
where u;£ =  u>o + (h k ^ ) / (2 M x) is the QW exciton dispersion (Mx is the in-plane trans­
lational mass), k0 = k0(uj) =  ^/e^uj/c and = (c/£\>)yjk* -I- k% are the wavevector 
[k =  (ky, kz), &n =  |k |[|] and frequency of the light in the sample [described by the 
background dielectric constant £b and volume (area) V  (5)] respectively, and ©(x) 
is the Heaviside function [@(x)=l for x > 0, 0(x)=O  for x < 0]. From the density
xThe term ‘quasi’ is used here to distinguish from exact 2D systems in which the wave function
is completely confined to a plane, i.e. has no extension outside the plane.
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of states (2 .1) it can thus be inferred tha t only excitons with < ko, i.e excitons 
lying within the photon cone, decay radiatively and that, in general, the interaction 
between QW excitons and the radiation field gives rise to two kind of states [59]:
1. States with k\\ > k0. These states cannot decay radiatively and can be thought 
as the counterpart of bulk polaritons in quantum wells. They (analogously to 
surface modes) lie on the right of the photon cone, in the (fey, a;) plane, and 
do not couple to incident light propagating along the growth direction. These 
modes are trapped in the sense tha t they are guided by the quantum well and 
accompanied by an evanescent light-field in the growth direction and are called 
confined or non-radiative polaritons. Although invisible in standard optical ex­
periments, these states considerably contribute to the total optical response 
associated with QW excitons in a “hidden” way: QW excitonic molecules for 
instance, can dissociate into outgoing confined QW-polaritons or an LA-phonon- 
assisted Umklapp processes between the radiative and confined modes can oc­
cur [60, 61].
2. States with /cy < ko. These states have a finite radiative lifetime, lie on the left 
of the photon line in the (k\\, uj) plane and their electric field has an oscillatory 
behavior far from the well. These modes are the observable ones in standard 
optical experiments and can be called radiative polaritons.
2 .2  S e m ic l a s s ic a l  t h e o r y
As in bulk semiconductors, a semiclassical theory for QW-polaritons is based on the 
solutions of Maxwell equations together with a constitutive relation which accounts 
for the excitonic resonance. In this case the formalism to be used, i.e. the dielectric 
response of the system, is intrinsically nonlocal since now the translational invariance 
is broken along the growth direction. The approach described here is semiclassical in 
the sense tha t classical Maxwell equations are used to find the electromagnetic modes, 
but the microscopic quantum-mechanical theory is used for the response function.
The theory reported here is valid in the limit L ~  as, be. the strong confinement 
regime (see Section 1.4), also called the quantum well regime.
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The starting point is the constitutive relation [4]
D (z) =  ebE (z) +  4;r /" \ ( z ,  z ' )E (z ' )dz ' , (2.2)
where the integral in the r.h.s. term is the polarization P (z) (the linear response) of 
the material and y(z. 2') is the nonlocal susceptibility as given in the linear response 
theory [62-64] by
x ( z , z )  = ^ 2  k l l W - W ^ ') . (2.3)
A
In the above definition A are quantum numbers related to the excited states of the 
crystal and only one pair of subbands has been considered: the quantity p\{z) =  
Fqw(p =  0)c(z)v(z) [where Fqw(/o) is the exciton envelope function in the relative 
coordinate system and c(z), v(z) are the conduction and valence band confinement 
functions respectively] and xa(^b k ||) is given (see Refs. [4, 65]) by
XA(tt,kn) = --------x ^ ---- r ,  (2.4)
— ^  ll )
where = (uc|er|uv) is the dipole moment between conduction and valence bands 
of the bulk [uc (uv) are the Bloch functions at the bottom  (top) of the conduction 
(valence) bands] and is the energy of the exciton level taken in consideration.
By assuming th a t the quantum  well lies in the (x, y) plane (z is the growth direction), 
and the exciton wavevector kx =  k|j is placed along the x-axis, i.e. ky =  k\\x, three 
modes can be distinguished according to the polarization vector i: L-modes have
e || x, T-modes have e || y, while Z-modes have e || z (the Z-mode exists only for the
light-hole exciton).
N o n - r a d i a t i v e  m o d e s
The nonlocal formalism is applied to get the dispersion of these modes by taking 
only one resonant term  (i.e. only one excitonic resonance, typically the n = l  s-like 
exciton) in the nonlocal susceptibility (2.4) [65-68]. W ithin this scheme, the QW is 
enclosed in a large box of width d , such th a t the response function is essentially zero 
for |z|, |z'| > d /2 , and the electric field is assumed to  decay exponentially far from 
the well:
E(\z\ > d/2) = , (2.5)
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where the decay constant is given by
K=\jkl ~ £^ -  (2 -6 )
Such a decay constant is the consequence of the phase matching at the boundaries 
between the solutions inside the well and free electromagnetic waves in the barrier [65]: 
by introducing a kz wavevector component describing the propagation of free waves 
in the barrier and from the identity of the in-plane wavevector ky in the barrier and 
in the well, the following equation holds:
k2z = k l - k \ ,  (2.7)
where the wavevector of the light in the sample ko (=y/i^uj/c) corresponds to the 
total vector modulus in the barrier. Hence, for fcy > k0 (non-radiative polaritons),
kz becomes pure imaginary - kz = itc - and the solution is an evanescent wave in the
2-direction having k as decay constant.
For T-modes (also referred to as T E -  or s-polarization modes), the electric and mag­
netic fields are:
E  =  y E y ,
B =  —(—x k z + zk\\)Ey . (2.8)
U)
u 2
Maxwell equations imply
V V - E - V !E = ^ D .  (2.9)
Cl
Since then for T E-modes V -E  =  0, the above equation can be re-written, for \z\ < d/2
as 2 2
( J ^  ~  E y  =  ~ 47r^ fX (a;’ k ll)p(-) J  p ( z ' ) E y ( z ' ) d z ' . (2.10)
It can be shown [4, 65], th a t a solution of Eq. (2.10) satisfying the Maxwell boundary 
conditions (continuity of Ey, Ey at the interface well-barrier 2 =  d / 2 )  is of the form
J  p ( z ' ) e - ^ A z ' . (2.11)£ y =
By substituting in Eq. (2.10), the dispersion relation of T-mode polaritons is given
as
T :  ^ - | f ’Qw (0)|2 x ( ^ k l|)P W  =  l ,  (2.12)KC
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where P{ k) is defined by
P ( k) = c*(z)v(z)v*(z')c(z')e KZ z d z d z ' . (2.13)
The dispersion relations of L — and Z —mode polaritons can be found in a similar way 
and are given by (see Ref. [4]):
In more complicated confined structures, the confined eigenstates may be also found 
using the embedding method (see Refs. [69, 70] for details)
R a d i a t i v e  m o d e s
appropriate Breit-Wigner scattering coefficients for the three optically active modes 
L, T  and Z.  A brief explanation of the method (see Ref. [65] for details) in the case 
of transverse modes is here reported.
By imposing (as already explained in the previous paragraph for non-radiative modes) 
the Maxwell boundary conditions on the solutions inside the well and in the barrier, 
a scattering amplitude coefficient S,  defined as the ratio between the outgoing (E oui) 
and the incoming (E mc) field, can be computed in term s of the field itself (Ey for 
T-modes) in the well and its derivative:
L : —  |FQW(0)|2 x(W:k||)KP(K) - 1 . (2.14)
(2.15)
where X  is defined by
(2.16)
The dispersion of radiative polaritons can be found as the solution of Eq. (2.10) for 
fc|l <  ko, in terms of a scattering problem of barrier waves by the well [65], by defining
(2.17)
where the wavevector kz is now real and equal to yjk$ — fcjj, and the superscript - 
means tha t the well surface is approached from the inside. Substituting an appropriate
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solution of Eq. (2.10) in the amplitude given above, yields:
(2.18)
with
(2.19)
2 ^ | f Q w ( 0 ) | 2 Q(fcz)2 ^2
(2 .20 )
where P(kz), Q{kz) are quantities related to the confinement functions v(z) and c(z)
similarly as in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.16). Expressions of the form (2.18) for the scattering 
amplitude generate Breit-Wigner resonances and this occurs when
The above equation [when Eq. (2.19) is used] gives the resonant frequency at each 
k||, i.e. the dispersion of the radiative polaritons (i.e. the radiative corrections to the 
exciton frequency wJI ) and, for every resonance, the corresponding lifetime broaden­
ing r T(k||) is given by Eq. (2.20). By a similar procedure, solutions for the other two 
optically active modes can be found [26, 65].
The lifetime broadenings r T(k||), just obtained as a natural property of the Breit- 
Wigner resonance, can also be found by using the standard perturbation theory ap­
plied to a free exciton in an isolated QW, always under the assumption tha t the in­
plane wavevector ky =  k\\x is conserved. In this way (see for instance Refs. [71-74]), 
the radiative widths are straightforwardly expressed in terms of the exciton oscillator 
strength per unit area f t / S .  W ithin this framework, the Fermi Golden Rule2 with 
the interaction Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1.43) is used to calculate the transition rate 
between the initial state |i) consisting of an exciton state with polarization vector e 
and zero photons, and the final state |f) describing the crystal ground state |0) plus 
a photon having a 3D wavevector k =  (ky,A;z) and polarization A. W ith a second 
quantization form for the vector potential field, the m atrix element is given by
^T(ky) =  uj . (2 .21 )
{ ^ v )  <exdtoni4A>-Ep'i°>
2To the lowest order of the time-dependent perturbation theory, the transition probability per 
unit time from an initial state |i) to a final state |f) induced by an harmonic perturbation H\ =  C,e^XUJt 
is given by V x~+\ =  ^ |( i |£ |f ) |2<!)(Ef -  E\ t  ^ ) ,  where -(+) stands for absorption (emission).
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By expressing the sum over the photon polarizations of the squared matrix ele­
ment in terms of the exciton oscillator strength / (- (see Refs. [3, 4] for details), i.e.
E a  K*|£|/)l2 = £ a  M * ' (^A)I2’ the Golden Rule reads
• (2.23)
k z  A \  v
In the equation above the sum over kz of the energy conservation ^-function is the 
one-dimensional density of states already introduced in Eq. (2.1) and its evaluation 
gives the decay rate in terms of the oscillator strength per unit area f i / S  as
= (2-24>
where, once again, kz = yjk^ — fcjj.
The three modes (T, L and Z)  are then defined according to the relative orientation 
between the exciton polarization vector e and the photon polarization vectors e^ xK 
Given ky =  k\\x, the two orthogonal photon polarization vectors can be taken as 
£0 ) =  y and =  (kzx — kxz ) / k 0.
Hence, for T-excitons, E a /« I^ ' ^ | 2 =  fxy, where f xy is the oscillator strength for in­
plane polarization. For L-excitons, E a /< I^  ■ e(A)|2 =  f xy(kz/ k 0)2, and for Z-excitons, 
/ e-|e-€^^|2 =  f z{k\\/ko)2, where f z is the oscillator strength for the z-polarized light-
hole exciton (for light polarized along the growth direction only light-hole transitions
are allowed). The radiative widths (2.24) can then be expressed as follows:
r T(k„) =  # - ^ =  =  r 0 , fc° . (2 .25)
2n e2 f x y k o — r„- k o
y/et m 0c S I k l  -
---- 1 u
&f \ J k 0 - k 2/C|,
2-7T e2 f x y  Vt k l  -
*" -  r 0-
J k o -
k 2
K \\
V^b m 0c s k o — 1 k o
2n e2 f z k \
V^b rn0c S  k o . vAo ■-  k 2K \\
rL(k|l) v m  5  fc0 r ° , ' (2'26)
r Z(k||) = 7^= —  k  f  (2.27)
sfc  m°c 0Jkl  - fcf
From Eq. (2.25), it can be noticed that at ky =  0 (kz = k0) both L- and T-modes have 
the same decay rate r 0 =  (2ne2/ (y/£^m0c))( fxy/ S )  (called intrinsic radiative rate): 
the decay time of the exciton state is To = 1 /To (called intrinsic radiative lifetime). 
Using an oscillator strength f xy/ S  =  50 • 10-5 A~2, a correct value for a heavy-hole 
exciton in GaAs/AlxGai_xAs quantum well 100 A thick [75], one finds ftTo =  0.026  
meV and t0=12 ps.
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Figure 2.2 shows the polariton dispersion for a CuCl quantum well (radiative shifts) 
for both radiative and non-radiative modes as calculated in Ref. [65], according to 
the expressions previously written. One of the first features to be noticed is tha t a 
radiative shift of exciton energies (due to the interaction with the retarded electro­
magnetic field) occurs for both modes, but it is actually very small, except in the very 
proximity of the light line. It is also very peculiar tha t the transverse mode (as well 
as the Z-mode) shows a strong discontinuity when k\\ = ko. This behavior is related 
to the dispersion r T(k||) of the radiative widths (depicted in Fig. 2.2) tha t is charac­
terized by steep divergences of the transverse (and Z~) modes as fcy approaches k0. In 
Ref. [65] the authors conclude that, in the case of transverse modes, no solutions are 
possible at k\\ = ko, since Tx becomes infinite [see Eq. (2.25)] and thus, the meaning 
of the dispersion curve in Fig. 2.2 (a) is that the mode with k\\ = ko is excluded from 
the crystal by the symmetry breaking.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Dispersion of radiative (left) and non-radiative (right) polaritons; (b) 
lifetime broadening of radiative polaritons. Both (a) and (b) refer to a 20 A wide CuCl 
QW; fc|| is given in units of ko = ko(uo). The radiative widths r(ky) [in (b) given in
meV] for T- and Z —mode polaritons diverge as 1 /y  1 — (k^/ko)2 near k^ = ko- From 
Ref. [65].
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Actually, the divergence in the radiative lifetime of T —mode3 polaritons has no phys­
ical explanation and should be regarded as an artifact of the perturbation theory; 
the authors themselves are aware about this problem as they briefly report (without 
providing yet a solution) about it in later works [4, 11, 72].
Hence, in order to provide a precise description of the QW polariton problem (in 
terms of both radiative corrections and radiative widths) it is necessary to go beyond 
the perturbation theory and work within a fully microscopic approach for the inter­
action between QW excitons and bulk photons. In the next Section, by setting up a 
second-quantized form for the Hamiltonian describing the system “bulk photons - QW 
excitons” in the presence of dipole interaction between them, a dispersion relation 
u; =  u/(A;||) describing both conjugate modes (non-radiative and radiative polaritons) 
is derived and numerically solved. The dispersion of the transverse radiative widths 
Tt  -  Tt(^h) does not show any divergence at point k\\ =  ko in this case. Physical 
arguments in support of this last result are given by a “self-consistent” perturbation 
theory for the joint density of states for the optical decay of QW excitons as detailed 
in Section 2.4.
The Hamiltonian of a system “bulk photons -  QW excitons” , in the presence of dipole 
interaction between the two species (see Appendix A), is given by
2 .3  M i c r o s c o p i c  a p p r o a c h
H  =  +  Hx + H] + H" . (2.28)
with
k
3Prom now on, only transverse modes will be analyzed.
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where 6^  (6^ ) and ak (a j j  are the QW exciton and bulk photon annihilation (cre­
ation) operators, respectively, + (hk^) /  (2MX) and = (ck)/y/s^  are the
exciton and photon dispersions, respectively [A; =  |k|, k =  (k||,/cz)], and Mx is the 
in-plane translational mass of a QW exciton.
The coupling constant 6\  fcz is given by
<™>
where L is the ^-direction quantization length of the light field (L —► oo) and R qw is 
the dimensional oscillator strength of exciton-photon interaction per QW unit area 
(having dimensions of [eV2 A]) defined in terms of the oscillator strength for in plane 
polarization f xy by
2ne2h2 f xv
R qw = ----------- 7T • (2-31)£hm 0 S
Hence, the Hamiltonian (2.28) is relevant to the optics of transverse (T-mode) QW ex­
citons which interact with the in-plane TE-polarized light field. The photon-mediated 
long-range exchange interaction and non-resonant terms of “QW exciton -  bulk pho­
ton” coupling are also included in the description.
The quadratic Hamiltonian (2.28) is exactly solvable and it gives rise to the quasi-2D 
polariton (non-radiative) and radiative states of QW excitons. This case deals only 
with the coherent interaction between the particles [H] and H\l terms in Eqs. (2.28)- 
(2.29)] and therefore inherently refers to the strong coupling between QW excitons 
and bulk photons. Alternatively, the (quasi-) eigenenergies of QW excitons can be 
found from Eq. (2.28) by using the standard diagram technique [73, 76-78]. This
latter approach is useful to include the particle rate 7X of incoherent scattering of
QW exciton, i.e. the homogeneous broadening.
The Dyson equation [79] for QW excitons is
4 ,  M  =  4 ° ’ M  + 4 ° ’ («)Sk, M G k| (w ), (2.32)
where , G ^  are the propagators of optically-dressed and optically-non-interacting 
excitons, respectively, the latter given by
... 2a
4 ?  =  2 , X 1 ■ /O^ ' (2.33)
1 w “  (“ £,, “  *7x/2)
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and Ek,, is the photon-mediated self-energy given by
2a;2 | Ck|].fcz I '^k
(2.34)
G G (°) G (°)
2
G
Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic representation of the Dyson equation.
Figure 2.3 shows diagrammatically the conversion of an optically dressed QW exciton 
into a non-interacting exciton and non-interacting exciton tha t couples with the light 
field through the photon-mediated self-energy.
By using Eqs. (2.32)-(2.34), the final expression for the propagator G(k||) is given by
Straightforward calculation of the poles of G(k||) yields the spectrum of optically- 
dressed QW excitons:
For 7X =  0, when no decoherence of exciton-photon interaction occurs, the dispersion 
Eq. (2.36) can also be derived by solving (see for example Ref. [71] and Appendix A 
for a complete and independent derivation) the Hamiltonian (2.28).
Both the confined (non-radiative) and radiative states are nonperturbatively de­
scribed by the same dispersion relation (2.36) as its conjugated solutions [a; =  Re[u?] +  
ilm[u;] =  Re [a;] — i T  t / 2], a property not completely realized in literature.
The confined QW polariton modes, guided by the quantum  well and always accom­
panied by an evanescent light field (E{z) = 0)e~*]zl) in the growth direction, are
Gk»{ul) -  !7x/2)2 — 2 ^ E k|. M  ■
(2.35)
W2 -  t o ,  -  *7x/2 )2 +  =  0. (2.36)
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characterized by
Re[«] > 0 ; k =  y j k jj — A;g(u;),
Im[u;] <  0 .
The first criterion ensures tha t the light field associated with QW polaritons has an 
evanescent envelope in the 2-direction, E ( z ) = E{0) exp(—k \z \ ) ,  while the second one 
stems from the casuality principle. These states refer to the physical sheet of the 
two-fold Riemann energy plane, while the radiative polariton modes with
Im[u;] < 0 ,
Re[«] < 0 ,
are located on the unphysical sheet of the energy plane. This latter result is a sig­
nature of the metastable states decaying in outgoing waves [80]. Thus, in order to 
find the energy spectrum of the radiative states, one has to use —k with Re[«] > 0 
for y/k* -  k%( u;) when solving Eq. (2.36). This can also be justified by analyzing the 
Dyson equation (2.32) for the radiative states in terms of the advanced, rather than 
retarded, Green functions. The initial three-dimensional Hamiltonian (2.28) maps 
on to a non-Hermitian two-dimensional Hamiltonian which has the quasi-spectrum 
given by Eq. (2.36) and describes the localized states, which are split-off from the 
continuum (confined polaritons), and the metastable states (radiative polaritons).
Before moving to the analysis of the numerical solutions of the dispersion relation 
(2.36), it is worth to stress its meaning and importance. The dispersion of the con­
fined QW polariton modes, as derived in the first paragraph of the previous Section, 
has been widely discussed in the last two decades for the case 7X =  0 [65-68, 76- 
78, 81], while, the radiative states of QW excitons have been mainly considered in 
terms of the perturbation theory [71-74] as it has been described in the last para­
graph of the previous Section. By solving Eq. (2.36), the radiative states are treated 
non-perturbatively, and this is particularly im portant in the vicinity of the resonant 
crossover between the dispersions of bulk photons and QW excitons, i.e. at the dan­
gerous point At1 —► A;o =  k0(uo).
The radiative half-width T/2 = T t/2  =  — Im[u;(A:||)] and radiative (Lamb) shift (radia­
tive correction) A =  A t =  Re[u;(A;||)] — ujq, calculated with Eq. (2.36) for the radiative 
and confined states (the radiative width of these latter modes being zero, since they 
are trapped states, i.e. described by an infinite lifetime l /E r )  of QW excitons in
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the strong coupling limit (qx =  0), are plotted in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively (see 
the solid lines). For comparison, in Fig. 2.4 the half-width T/2 calculated with the 
perturbation theory is also shown by a thin solid line. In this latter case the radiative 
width is given by Eq. (2.25). In contrast to the perturbative approach of Eq. (2.25). 
the exact radiative width of QW excitons described with the Hamiltonian (2.28) does 
not diverge at k\\ = ko and even persists beyond the photon cone (see the dispersions 
in the interval [C, B] in both Figs. 2.4,2.5). This result has already been realized4 
numerically [76, 78, 82], but no physical grounds have been given to support the 
numerical solutions.
In the rest of this Section the characteristic points (A  and B  in Figs. 2.4. 2.5) are 
quantified.
The point A, where the maximum value of T =  occurs, is specified (see Appendix 
C) by
k \\ =  k \i =  fco(Vo) >
r^A) =  r ? “  =  ^ ( r > o ) 1/3,
A<rA) =  j ( r ^ o ) 1/3, (2.37)
where r 0, the radiative width (expressed in eV) a t k|| =  0 is now given in terms of 
the dimensional oscillator strength R qw as
r„  =  r T(k„ =  0 ) =  v/?^ QW . (2.38)
According to Eqs. (2.37), is much larger than  r 0. The terminal point B.  wdiere 
the radiative width T t becomes equal to zero and the Lamb shift reaches its maximum 
value A =  A™**, lies outside the photon cone, k |jB) > k0 = ko(uj0), and is characterized 
(see Appendix C) by
fc|| =  =  fco(w0)
r ?  =  o.
A<?> = A?“  =  - i= ( r ^ o ) 1/3. (2.39)
2 V 2 ljq  J
2/3l , 3 V ^ b / p 2  . \ l / 3
“  2 ^ 4  T T ( I > o )
4In particular, in Ref. [76], Orrit and coworkers state that the dispersion of the radiative states 
beyond the photon line (point C in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5) has to be considered unphysical.
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Figure 2.4: The radiative half-width T/2 = T t/2  of T-mode QW polaritons as function 
of the in-plane wavevector fcy, evaluated with the standard perturbative approach given 
by Eq. (2.25) (thin solid line) and by the exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 
(2.28), i.e. by solving Eq. (2.36) (solid line). The dashed-dotted vertical line indicates 
ko =  k 0 ( u o )  = (y/£bUJo)/ (he). In numerical calculations R qw — 0.025eV2A and 
u)q = 1.5 eV, so that To = 45.5 fieV and the intrinsic radiative lifetime of QW excitons 
is given by t r  =  h/To = 14.5 ps.
In close vicinity of the critical point B , the radiative width T t decreases proportionally 
to the square root of k ^  — k\\ (see Fig. 1) and is approximated by
r T(k„ -  k[,B>) =  ^  ( r ^ 0) 1/3-T =  v/fc[,B) -  ft,,. (2.40)
For 7X =  0, the case considered in this Section, there are no roots of Eq. (2.36) relevant 
to the radiative modes for k\\ > fcjjB\
In the next Section, in order to understand the removal of (k% — /rjj) -1/2 divergence 
which appears in the perturbative approach given by Eq. (2.25), the joint density of 
states (JDS), p(k||,u;), for the resonant optical decay of QW excitons in the bulk 
photon modes is examined.
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Figure 2.5: The polariton dispersion Re[u>] — u>o, i.e., the Lamb shift A = A-p of 
optically-dressed T-mode QW excitons as function of the in-plane wavevector /cy. The 
numerical calculations have been performed solving the dispersion Eq. (2.36), the upper 
(lower) solid line refers to the radiative (confined) polariton states. The dash-dotted 
line shows the dispersion of bulk photons, (hck^/y/eb) — The dashed two-branch 
dispersion curve beyond the terminal, bifurcation point B  is relevant to the radiative 
states and has no physical meaning for 7X = 0 (see Section. 3.3).
2 .4  T h e  n o n - p e r t u r b a t i v e  c o r r e c t i o n s  t o  t h e  r a ­
d i a t i v e  S T A T E S  O F  QW  E X C I T O N S
W hen the total scattering rate of QW excitons due to incoherent sources (7X) and to 
the coherent optical decay itself (T) is taken into account, the JDS p(k||,u;) for the 
resonant optical decay of the excitons into bulk photon modes can be written in the 
form
1 f +oc 7/>(k|,,w =  u^ ) o c -  /  dkz — — ------ - 5 , (2.41)
* J - o c  7  +  -  w k )
where 27 =  7X 4- T is the to tal scattering rate which includes incoherent damping (7X) 
and the coherent radiative decay (T).
The meaning of Eq. (2.41) is that, due to the scattering-induced relaxation of the
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energy conservation law, (~  u>o) =  ^  ^=  c/y/s^yjk^  +  k^j  the profile of the 
integrand function in the JDS changes from a 5-function as given in Eq. (2 .1), to a 
Lorentzian one.
When dcjk(k\\, kz) /d k z ^  0 at kz given by the energy conservation law u;£ (fc||) =  
u>k(fc||, kz), the integrand function on the r.h.s of Eq. (2.41) preserves its Lorentzian 
shape even in terms of kz. In this case p{k\\) does not depend on 7 , and the standard 
perturbative approach of Eq. (2.25) is valid.
The situation is different when k\\ —> ko: the solution of the energy conservation 
equation u;£ (fc||) =  ^ ( k \ \  =  ko, kz) is kz — 0 , and du^(k\\ = k0, kz) /d k z =  0 , indicating 
a ID van Hove singularity in the joint density of states. In this case the JDS p{k\\,uj = 
<*;£ ) is strongly affected by 7  in the close vicinity of k\\ = ko.
By using the standard perturbation theory in connection with the JDS determined by 
Eq. (2.41), one can derive (see the detailed derivation in Appendix B) the following 
expression for the optical decay of QW excitons:
rT(fc|i) (v/2fcofc||7)ro
[(fc2 -  fc2)2 +  4 7 2*„2fcjf]1/2 [[(Arg -  fc2)2 +  472A02A2]'/2 -  (fc02 -  A2) ] 1/2 ’
(2.42)
where 7  =  'y/ufo.
The regular perturbative solution [see the T-mode line in Fig. 2.2(b) and the thin 
solid line in Fig. 2.4] refers to k\\ <  k0 — 7 /co, with the dimensionless param eter
7  =  j / l jo  10 4 — 10 3. In this case, the JDS is given by
_  £hUJ° 1 /'O
P Il3 _  k1 ’  ^ ^
V 0 ii
and Eq. (2.42) reduces to the standard case Eq. (2.25).
In contrast, for the narrow wavevector band |A:j| — fc0| < the ID van Hove singu­
larity strongly affects the radiative corrections. In particular, for fcy =  ko Eqs. (2.41) 
and (2.42) yield
p{k* = ko) =
r T(fc„ =  fc0) =  J i L .  (2.44)
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Figure 2.6: The radiative half-width T/2 = T t/2  of T-mode QW polaritons evalu­
ated with the self-consistent perturbation Eq. (2.42) (dashed line) and by the exact 
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (2.28). It is shown also the result of the standard 
perturbative approach given by Eq. (2.25) (thin solid line). The dashed-dotted vertical 
line indicates ko =  fco(^o) =  (v/^ bu;o)/(^c)-
Equations (2.44) clearly show tha t the scattering processes relax the ID van Hove 
singularity a t k\\ = ko by removing the divergence and giving rise to a final value of 
r T(/c|| =  ko) oc 1/ 7 1/2-
In the case of a completely coherent interaction of QW excitons with bulk photons, i.e. 
when the incoherent scattering rate 7X =  0, Eq. (2.42) can also be used to formulate 
a “self-consistent” perturbation theory. In this case, one substitutes 7  =  Tt /(2u;o) 
and, for the narrow band \k\\ — ko\ <  7 /co, i.e. even beyond the critical point k\\ = k0. 
Eq. (2.42) can be written as
x2(x +  £) =  y ^ ,  x =  yje2 +  r%./(4u;g) : £ = k]l ^  flg| <  7 ) ■ (2.45)
Hence, the radiative width T t =  P t(^ ||) can be found as a real root of the cubic 
equation (2.42) with the r.h.s. explicitly dependent 011 Tt- Figure 2.6 show's the
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radiative widths Tt  — r T(fc||) numerically evaluated with the self-consistent pertur­
bation theory (dashed line). It can be clearly seen tha t the self-consistent perturbation 
theory reproduces qualitatively the exact solution for the radiative states (solid line 
in Fig. 2.6). In particular, for k\\ =  k0 the self-consistent perturbative Eqs. (2.44) with 
7 =  F t / ( 2u;o) yield Tt(A:|| =  ko) = (1/ v^2) (Fqcjo)1^ 3, a value by only 8% smaller than 
the exact one, given by Eqs. (2.37) (see points A  and A ' in Fig.2.6).
W ithin this “self-consistent” perturbative approach, the appearance of the radiative 
states beyond the photon cone, i.e. beyond the point C  in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 is thus 
clarified as due to the scattering-induced relaxation of the energy conservation law, 
u£u ~  ujo = ( c /v 'e a ^ A f  +  k%, in the resonant conversion “QW exciton <-► bulk 
photon” . This is true even for = 0, since the coherent optical decay itself relaxes 
the energy conservation law, putting the quasi-eigenenergies of the radiative states in 
the complex plane. Of course, the energy is exactly conserved in the incoming and 
outgoing channels of the scattering process “incoming bulk photon —> QW exciton 
—*• outgoing bulk photon”). Moreover, a straightforward analysis of Eq. (2.41) shows 
the existence of the JDS relevant to the resonant coupling of QW excitons and bulk 
photons even beyond the photon cone, if 7  is nonzero, and qualitatively justifies the 
asymptotic T t oc ~  &|| [see Eq. (2.40)] which is valid for A:0 < k\\ <  fc|jB\
It is worth to notice that, for this strong coupling limit of QW excitons and bulk 
photons (7X =  0), the width T t and Lamb shift A t  of the radiative states at k\\ ~  ko1 /Q
are uniquely scaled by the control parameter ( r ^ o )  [see Eqs. (2.37)-(2.39)]. 
Furthermore, the maximum radiative width =  T ^  cannot screen completely
the maximum radiative blue shift =  A ^ \  because the shift -  half-width ratio
2A™ax/r™ax =  (2v^2)/%/3 1.5, according to Eqs. (2.37)-(2.39). The radiative cor­
rections can be seen experimentally for high-quality GaAs quantum wells even with a 
relatively small oscillator strength of QW excitons. For example, for the param eters•1 /Q
used in these evaluations, one estimates ( r ^ o )  — 1.46 meV, r^?ax/2  ~  0.63 meV,
and AJp^ ~  0.92 meV.
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2 .5  T h e r m a l i z a t i o n , d e p h a s i n g  a n d  d i s o r d e r  e f ­
f e c t s
W ith the parameters used to numerically simulate a standard GaAs/AlxGai_x quan­
tum  well of about 100 A  width, the decay time r0 (=  h/To when r 0 is expressed in eV) 
of an exciton state at Ary =  0 is about 14 ps. Such short lifetimes have been measured 
with time-resolved luminescence experiments under resonant excitation [83-86], in 
order to excite directly the k\\ = 0 exciton state and avoid therm alization processes. 
The radiative width r 0 can also be evaluated from a calculation of the QW reflectivity 
within the non-local susceptibility scheme (see for example Refs. [4. 81]) and in this 
case the theory is compared with the radiative linewidth measured from reflectivity 
experiments [87].
In general, several effects can change the simple picture described so far. For instance, 
the intrinsic radiative decay of free excitons has been derived here under the assump­
tion of the conservation of the in-plane wavevector ky, thereby neglecting the role of 
interface roughness and acoustic phonon scattering. The wavevector conservation is 
a good assumption only when the coherence length of the exciton is longer than the 
wavelength of the light (as it has been discussed in Section 1.5 for bulk polaritons); 
as a result, the short intrinsic lifetimes reported in the references previously cited, 
have been observed only in carefully selected samples and a t low tem perature. More­
over, even a t low temperatures, the exciton can be bound at impurities or interface 
defects and the interface roughness affects the exciton motion acting as a disordered 
potential. In this latter case a mobility edge within the inhomogeneously broadened 
exciton line is produced [88]: below the mobility edge the exciton is localized by the 
disorder and above it the exciton is mobile and the roughness works as a dephasing 
mechanism reducing the exciton coherence length. Finally, at finite tem perature, the 
scattering with acoustic phonons (thermalization) has to be taken into account.
In the following paragraphs, some relevant phenomena which affect the ideal exciton- 
photon coupling picture will be outlined.
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T hermalization
Thermalization processes are due to inelastic scattering with acoustic phonons [89]: 
the exciton wavevector changes, but the total exciton population does not. To under­
stand the importance of this effect, one needs to compare the scattering rate with the 
radiative lifetime: the scattering rate by acoustic phonons has been measured to be 
linear with the temperature T  with a coefficient 7ap =  5 //eV /  K  for a standard QW 
135 A thick [89]. In general, thermalization processes are faster than the radiative 
recombination: while decaying radiatively, excitons are always thermally distributed. 
W ith this assumption, the decay rate of the luminescence is given by the therm al aver­
age of the decay rate Eq. (2.25). In this effect the two relevant characteristic energies
are (i) the thermal energy k&T and (ii) the kinetic energy of the exciton th a t decay
radiatively, E\ = (h2k l ) / (2M x), A/x being the exciton mass. W ith A/x =  0.25 m0, 
E\ «  1.1 K  and so, for temperatures T  ^  1 K ,  only a tiny fraction of excitons 
occupy the states k\\ < ko, which radiatively decay.
By averaging the radiative widths over the Boltzmann distribution, the decay rate of 
the luminescence r(T ) (in the case of heavy hole excitons) is found [72] to be linearly 
dependent on the tem perature according to
lrr\ 3A/xfcB7" Aa\
t(T )  =  2 - ^ T T° ’ (2'46)
where to is the radiative lifetime at ky =  0. The predicted linear increasing of 
the effective radiative lifetime (2.46) with temperature, much longer than the bare 
radiative lifetime at ky =  0, has been observed experimentally [90-92], even if the 
values can vary in a wide range according to the samples used due to the exciton 
localization at interface defects [74]. The case of k s T  < E\ and k^To (T0 is the 
degeneracy tem perature of QW-excitons) has been analyzed in Ref. [93].
D iso r d e r :  dephasing  an d  scattering
From a microscopic point of view, the origin of disorder is most commonly due to 
interface roughness or alloying. Phenomena related to disorder can be classified in 
two main classes: either they are viewed as effects of partial breakdown of temporal 
coherence, i.e. dephasing, or they account for the breakdown of spatial coherence, i.e. 
scattering.
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Typical effects related to dephasing are the inhomogeneous broadening of exciton 
lines [94] and the induced changes of the exciton optical properties [95], the modifica­
tions of the exciton radiative lifetime [73, 74, 96]. Examples of momentum broadening 
due to scattering phenomena are the resonant Rayleigh scattering [88 . 97. 98] and 
the finite risetime [85, 99-102] in the time-resolved behavior of secondary radiation.
If phenomena related to the breakdown of spatial coherence (like resonant Rayleigh 
scattering) are not taken into account, disorder should be thought as a static pertur­
bation which does not induce any dephasing by itself: what disorder does produce is 
a (partial) exciton localization resulting in an inhomogeneous distribution (inhomo­
geneous broadening) of exciton energies which is responsible for interference effects 
in the emitted radiation after excitation of an incident pulse; this interference has 
been called disorder-induced dephasing [99]. Scattering sources change the in-plane 
exciton wavevector and induce emission in all the other directions. Thus, w’hat it is 
measured in the transmission/reflection directions is the (spatially) coherent emission 
from exciton tha t have not been scattered.
During the last years several theories based on a microscopic approach for momentum 
scattering of QW excitons due to the interface roughness have been developed [99, 
103, 104]: in these works the exciton center-of-mass motion problem is embedded 
in a disordered potential and solved by numerical integration. Also, semiclassical 
models accounting for the effect of the inhomogeneous broadening on excitons in 
multiple [12, 95, 105] and single [95] quantum wells have been proposed.
In the framework of the polariton picture, a theory for the exciton radiative lifetime 
in the presence of the homogeneous broadening has been formulated in Refs. [73. 74]. 
In this work, a therm al distribution for exciton states is assumed and, when the ho­
mogeneous broadening 7h is much bigger than the kinetic energy E\  =  (h2k l ) / (2 M x) 
of excitons which decay radiatively, only states within 7 /j contribute to the thermally- 
averaged radiative decay rate; when 7  ^ E\,  the effect of the homogenous broad­
ening is not im portant, and the result of Eq. (2.46) is recovered.
In the next Chapter the effect of the homogeneous broadening on the “bulk photons 
- QW exciton” interaction is investigated. In the model proposed, it is assumed 
tha t all the exciton states are equally populated and the homogeneous broadening 
is introduced in the polariton dispersion as an incoherent damping rate yx of QW 
excitons which is due to exciton-phonon and exciton-exciton interactions. In the 
fourth Chapter, a model dealing with scattering of QW excitons by random impurities
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is introduced.
2 .6  S u m m a r y
In this Chapter the polariton picture resulting from the strong-coupling between 
QW-excitons and the retarded electromagnetic field has been studied. There is a ba­
sic difference between polariton effects in bulk and in confined systems like quantum 
wells. In fact, due to the breakdown of the translational invariance, exciton-polaritons 
in quantum wells are classified in radiative and non-radiative (confined) modes. The 
latter are stationary states and represent the analogue of bulk polaritons in quantum 
well structures. The main polaritonic effect in quantum wells is actually the radiative 
lifetime, i.e. the imaginary part of the self-energy arising in the radiative region; the 
intrinsic radiative lifetime of free excitons is thus explained as due to the coupling 
between a discrete exciton state and a continuum of bulk photons states. Such intrin­
sic recombination mechanism (as compared to polariton thermalization and escape 
in bulk crystals) is most likely one of the main reasons for the increased efficiency of 
free-exciton luminescence in quantum well structures as compared to bulk.
While providing a full analysis of the confined polariton modes, the standard ap­
proach based on the nonlocal susceptibility and the standard perturbation theory 
lacks a complete and coherent description of the radiative polariton states: within 
this approach the radiative lifetime broadening (for T-modes) T t^ d )  shows an un­
physical divergence when fcy —► k0 =  /co(^o)? he. at the crossover between the exciton 
resonance and the photon dispersion and, at the same point, the radiative shift A t  
to the exciton energy shows a strong discontinuity. A complete and non-perturbative 
description of both polariton modes is provided by the dispersion relation obtained 
after the diagonalization of a second-quantized Hamiltonian describing QW-excitons, 
bulk photons and their mutual interaction: the radiative width T t =  Tt(^n), cor­
responding to the imaginary part of the complex solution of the dispersion relation, 
does not diverge, but reaches its maximum value a t k\\ = ko and then decreases 
to zero for k\\ > ko; the radiative shift A t  =  A t  (fey), related to the real part of the 
complex solution, does not show any discontinuity at fcy =  ko and even persists be­
yond the photon dispersion. A new energy parameter, (Fq^o)1^ 3 arises, that scales the 
energy corrections at fcy ~  k0. In high quality quantum wells the radiative corrections 
and A™** can be observed experimentally.
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The origin of the divergence of radiative states a t k\\ = ko has also been clarified: 
it can be traced back to the van Hove singularity present at tha t point in the joint 
density of states for the optical decay of the QW exciton. By introducing a small and 
coherent damping rate due to optical decay itself the divergence is washed out and a 
“self-consistent” perturbation theory, whose results qualitatively agree with the exact 
solutions of the polariton dispersion relation, has been formulated.
The ideal QW-picture is modified when effects due to thermalization, homogeneous 
and inhomogeneous broadening and disorder are explicitly taken into account. To 
some extent, this is the topic of the next Chapter.
3 S t r o n g - w e a k  c o u p l i n g  t r a n s i ­
t i o n  f o r  Q W - p o l a r i t o n s
In the previous Chapter the QW -polariton problem has been studied in the so called 
strong coupling limit, i.e. when no decoherence of the “bulk photons - QW exciton” 
coupling occurs. The aim of this Chapter is to study how an incoherent amount of 
damping affects the well-developed dispersion of both QW -polariton confined and 
radiative modes.
In the mean-field theory proposed here (i) the conservation of the in-plane exciton 
wavevector ky is preserved and (ii) the damping rate j x = I /T 2, which refers to 
the homogeneous broadening and stems from the exciton-phonon and exciton-exciton 
interactions, does not affect the orthogonality of the radiative and confined modes. 
It will be shown that, with increasing 7X, both modes undergo a phase transition: 
from a strong coupling regime (where 7X =  0) to a weak coupling one, so th a t the 
transition is attributed to a topological change of the polariton dispersion curves when 
the damping reaches a critical value 7? .
Section 3.1 deals with the analysis of the QW -polariton confined modes. Two solu­
tions of the dispersion relation (2.36) for a non-zero damping 7X are studied: quasi- 
particle solutions analyzed in the 3D space {/cy, Im(u;). Re(u;)} and harmonic-forced 
solutions in the { u j ,  Im(fcy), Re(fcy)} space. In both cases, with increasing 7X, a new 
damping-induced (anomalous) branch relevant to  the confined QW-polariton modes 
emerges and evolves and the crossover from the strong to the weak coupling regime is
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thus attributed to the intersection of the two dispersion branches. All the character­
istic points (in terms of wavevectors, frequencies and damping values) relevant to the 
transition, e.g. marginal points for the appearance and termination of the anoma­
lous branch and transition points for the intersection between the two branches, are 
expressed in terms of the QW param eters (oscillator strength, dielectric background 
constant) and quantified for the realistic case of GaAs quantum well. The anoma­
lous branch can be thought as new damping-induced channel for the optical decay of 
exciton states.
In Section 3.2 the question about the real existence of the damping-induced polariton 
branch is addressed. An expression for the photonic component (as signature of 
brightness) of the confined QW -polariton modes, is thus derived. It is showm tha t the 
anomalous polariton mode becomes optically active in the close proximity of k\\ = ko.
Section 3.3 is devoted to the analysis of the strong-weak coupling transition for the 
radiative states. In this case the damping does not induce any additional radiative 
branch and a transition between the two regimes is explained in terms of the quali­
tative changes of the shape of the radiative corrections dispersions, T t =  rx (^n ) and 
A t  =  At(&||), which occur for increasing 7X.
3.1 A n a l y s i s  o f  c o n f i n e d  Q W  p o l a r i t o n  s t a t e s
In order to study how the effective strength of exciton-photon coupling relaxes with 
increasing damping, the dispersion Eq. (2.36) is analyzed and solved with a nonzero 
excitonic damping 7X.
Following the terminology developed by Tait [39] for bulk polaritons, two cases should 
be distinguished: the quasi-particle solution u: = u;(/c||) (where the wavevector k\\ is 
real), and the harmonic-forced solution k\\ =  fc||(u;) (where frequency uj is real). While 
the first geometry deals with photoluminescence (PL) experiments, the second one is 
relevant to  optical reflectivity experiments.
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T h e  q u a s i- p a r t i c l e  s o l u t i o n  f o r  Q W  p o l a r i t o n s
For confined QW polaritons (non-radiative states), the true solutions u  = uj(k\\) of 
Eq. (2.36) have to satisfy the same conditions given for the strong-coupling case:
Rc[k] =  Re[y//;jj — k ^ u )]  > 0 ,
Im[u;] <  0 . (3.1)
For small 7X, there is only one dispersion branch (which will be referred to as the 
normal QW-polaxiton) which is relevant to confined QW polaritons, uj = ^(Ary) (see 
the r.h.s. solid line n in Fig. 3.1), as shown in the previous Chapter (see Section 2.4) 
and detailed in Refs. [65, 66, 68, 76] for 7X =  0.
However, when the damping 7X reaches a critical value 7^  a new (anomalous), second 
dispersion branch uj = ^(fcy) relevant to the confined QW polaritons, emerges and 
develops with increasing 7X > 7^  (see the l.h.s. lines a in Fig. 3.1). The critical rate 
of incoherent scattering is given by
7 ^  — ^Qw = T0 , (3.2)
i.e. is exactly equal to the intrinsic radiative Tt width of QW excitons with ky =  0.
This second dispersion branch starts at point Aj, which is characterized by
k\\ = A:} =  0,
Re[w2(A;y=0)] =  y ju > l  -  T§ ~  uj0 ,
Im[cj2(A:y=0)] =  0, (3.3)
and terminates at point A f ,  which is given by
fcii = fcS('&>7 <1,=r„) = -  ( J )  .
R e M f c y = A : j | ) ]  =  y j ^  “  7x -  ^ 0
Im[u;2(A;y =  A:[j)] =  0
Re[/c(A:y =  kl)] =  0 . (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: The quasi-particle dispersion branches of QW polaritons, Re [a?] = 
Re[u;(fc||)], evaluated with Eq. (2.36). The solid curve n shows the normal QW po­
lariton dispersion branch calculated for 7X = 0. The solid (dashed) curve a refers to 
the anomalous, 7x-induced QW polariton dispersion branch calculated for 7X =  70 f i e V  
and 7X = 200 fi eV. The critical damping ■4" =  To =  45.5/zeV. The parameters 
Rqw, £b are the ones used in the previous Chapter to simulate a realistic GaAs QW 
when 7X =  0.
At the marginal points and Af (see Fig. 3.1), which are characterized by Im[^2] =  0. 
the anomalous, damping-induced dispersion branch uj =  u^C^h) appears from and 
leaves for the unphysical part of 3D space Imju;], Re[u;]}. This last point is clearly 
understood after inspection of the dispersion relation Eq. (2.36): this non-linear rela­
tion can easily be transformed to a cubic equation, generally with complex coefficients, 
for u j 2  =  u;2(fc||). In the strong coupling limit, 7X =  0, the coefficients are all real and 
one of the roots of this equation, the one characterized by Im[u;2] =  0. corresponds to 
the confined QW polaritons, while the second and third root are complex conjugated. 
Among the latter two solutions, one of the roots satisfies the selection criteria for 
radiative polaritons, as discussed in Section 3.3, giving rise to the radiative state, and 
the other one is unphysical.
For 7X > 7^  =  r 0, the unphysical branch changes so tha t it has a sector where the 
criteria for the confined QW polaritons (3.1) are satisfied. Similarly to the radia­
tive states which can exist beyond the photon cone, the appearance of the second 
dispersion branch of QW polaritons within the photon cone is due to relaxation of
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the energy conservation 5-function by the damping rate 7X. Since Re [07] — (see 
Fig. 3.1), the anomalous dispersion branch can be interpreted in terms of a new, 
damping-induced optical decay channel of the exciton states tha t opens up and de-
i.e. within the photon cone, can directly emit an interface photon of the evanescent 
light field.
It is worth to notice that the damping-induced dispersion branches are known in 
plasma physics [106] and in the physics of the surface electromagnetic waves [107, 108]. 
Hence, the novel damping-induced polariton branch is a not completely unexpected 
result. Furthermore, a similar strong-weak coupling transition occurs in semiconduc­
tor photonic dots [109]; in this case, the transition is triggered by the parameters of 
the dot and the surrounding medium.
W ith increasing 7X > 7^ ,  the two dispersion curves, 07 =  07 (A7 ) and 07 =  07 (^11), 
move in 3D space {/cy,Im[a;],Re[u;]} towards each other (see Figs. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4).
/o')
The intersection of the dispersion curves, which occurs for 7X =  7xr =  7c , can be 
interpreted as a transition from a strong ('yx < 7^ )  to a weak (7X > 7^ )  coupling 
limit of QW exciton -  photon interaction.
According to the dispersion Eq. (2.36), there is only one intersection point [see 
Figs. 3.2(b), 3.3(e) and 3.4(h)], which is given by the conditions
Re[u7 (fc||,7x)] =  Re[u7(A:||,7x) ] ,
The conditions (3.5) define (see Appendix C) the following transition parameters:
velops with increasing 7X > 7^ .  In this case, a QW exciton with momentum *H < *0,
Im[a7(A:||,7x)] =  Im[cj2(*|h 7x)] • (3.5)
3 \/3  /  LUoRqwSb
(3.6)
The transition point is characterized (see Appendix C) by the complex polariton
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Figure 3.2: The damping-induced transition between the strong and weak coupling 
limits for quasi-particle confined QW polaritons. Evolution of the real part of the 
solution of the dispersion Eq. (2.36) u  = u(k\\) parametrically dependent upon real k^.
For .Rqw = 0.025 eV2 A, the transition damping rate is given by 7 r^ = 7^  ^  2.39 meV. 
according to Eqs. (3.6). (a): The strong coupling regime, yx = 2.20meV < 7^ .  (b): 
The transition point, yx = 7^  =  7c^- (c): The weak coupling regime, 7X = 2.44 meV >
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Figure 3.3: The damping-induced transition between the strong and weak coupling 
limits for quasi-particle confined QW polaritons. Evolution of the imaginary part of 
the solution of the dispersion Eq. (2.36) uj = uj(k^) parametrically dependent upon real
/<2)
fc||. (d): The strong coupling regime, yx = 2.20 meV < 7c . (e): The transition point,
/o\
7X = 7^  = 7c • (f): The weak coupling regime, yx = 2.44meV > 7c .
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Figure 3.4: The damping-induced transition between the strong and weak coupling 
limits for quasi-particle confined QW polaritons. Evolution of the polariton branches 
in the 3D space {Re[u>(fc||)],Im[u>(fc||)],fc||}. (g): The strong coupling regime, 7X =
2.20meV < 7^ .  (h): The transition point, 7X = 7J* =  7^ .  (i): The weak coupling 
regime, 7X = 2.44 meV > 7^ .
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frequency u;(/cjjr) =  u>i(A;jjr) =  cu2(A:^ r) given by
A ? =  Re[a)( f c f ) ] - Wo =  - ^ | ( r ? a ; o ) 1/3,
I ?  =  - 2 I m K ^ ) ]  = |7 < 2) = ^ ( r ^ 0) 1/3. (3.7)
For the parameters used in our numerical evaluations, 7x" =  7c2^  — 2.39 meV, ~  
—0.92meV, and — 1.59 meV.
At the intersection point between two dispersion curves, when 7X =  7 *r, the in­
terconnection between the dispersion branches changes from “anti-crossing” (strong 
coupling regime) to “crossing” (weak coupling regime). As a result, topologically new 
dispersion branches, uh(A;||) and d>2(^||), arise for 7X > 7jr [see Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(f)]. 
For example, for 7X =  0 the only QW polariton dispersion branch u i =  uji(k\\) can be 
interpreted in terms of photon-like [k\\ <  A:o — ^o(^o)] and exciton-like (k\\ > ko) parts 
[“anti-crossing” of the exciton and photon dispersions, see Fig. 3.2(a)]. In contrast, 
f°r 7x ^  7xr, be. after the transition, the new dispersion branch d>i (k||) , which starts 
at fey =  0 with Cj\ = 0 and terminates at =  A;j(7x) ~  ko(uJo) [for 7X 7^  =  7 *r, 
Eq. (3.4) yields fcy —► /co(^o)] with £b\ ~  ujq, can be visualized as a purely photon-like 
branch [“crossing” of the exciton and photon dispersions, see Fig. 3.2(c)]. In a similar 
way, the entire a;2-fc>ranch can be interpreted in terms of the exciton dispersion.
As already mentioned, the new damping-induced branch u)2 (k\\) is relevant to the 
confined QW -polariton modes. This is understood in terms of the criteria given 
in Eq. (3.1) and it is confirmed by the analysis of the light profile oc of
the new branch. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the light profiles of both anomalous 
and normal confined QW polariton branches: before the transition ( j x < 7xr), the 
damping-induced branch can be described in terms of a plane wave characterized by 
a slowly decaying envelope light field along the QW growth direction (see the solid 
line in Fig. 3.5). At the transition point (7X =  7 r^), the new branch u>2 (k\\) is also 
confined and its light profile almost overlaps with the normal one a^ i (Aj||) (see the 
dashed and solid lines in Fig. 3.6). Before the transition point, the damping-induced 
polariton mode can thus be observed by detecting its long-tail evanescent field.
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Figure 3.5: The light field profile of the QW-polariton inodes at 7X=2 meV. The dashed 
line refers to the normal fully confined QW-polariton mode u,’i(fc||): the solid line refers 
to the damping-induced branch.
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Figure 3.6: The light field profile of the confined QW-polariton modes at yx = 7 r^. 
Both normal and anomalous branches are fully confined at the strong-weak coupling 
transition.
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The harmonic-forced solution for QW  polaritons
For quasi-2D confined QW polaritons, the harmonic-forced solutions k\\ =  k\\(u) of 
Eq. (2.36) should satisfy the following conditions:
Re[«] >  0,
lm [/c ||]> 0 . (3.8)
The second condition holds since the effective absorption coefficient (always positive) 
is given by 2Im[A;||].
In comparison with the quasi-particle solutions, an additional dimensionless param­
eter vx = (hu>o£\y)/ (Mxc2) is relevant to this class of solutions. The param eter i/x 
explicitly depends on the translational mass of QW excitons, so tha t vx —► 0 for 
Mx —► oo. For the control parameters relevant to GaAs QWs used in this work, one 
estimates vx ~  (1.2 — 1.3) x 10~4.
Similarly to the quasi-particle solutions, a new dispersion branch Arjj2^  =  &jj2^(u;) 
emerges with increasing 7X > 7^ .  In this case, however, the critical damping 7c =  0, 
and the anomalous dispersion branch starts to develop at a point characterized by
fc[l =  0 ,
u;1 =  0 . (3.9)
For a given incoherent scattering rate 7X > 0, the terminal point Af, where the 7X- 
induced branch leaves for the unphysical part of 3D space {Im[&||], Re[/c||], u>} (see 
Figs. 3.7 and 3.9), is characterized by the frequency
^  =  ^ f(7x) =  -------------- —----------"172- (3.10)
[l -  vx +  */x( r 0/ 7x)2]
Equation (3.10), which is valid for ux 1, indeed shows th a t 7^  =  0 and cu{ —> 0 for 
7X —* 0. For 7X > r 0, when the frequency u / approaches ujq (see Fig. 3.7), Eq. (3.10) 
reduces to
r  /  t ' \  ~1 /To
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Figure 3.7: The harmonic-forced dispersion branches of confined QW polaritons, 
Re[fc||] = Re[fc||(u;)]. The solid line n refers to the normal QW polariton disper­
sion branch calculated with Eq. (2.36) for =  0. The solid (dashed) line a is 
the anomalous, damping-induced dispersion branch of QW polaritons evaluated for 
7X = 50 fieV (7X = 60 /ieV). The in-plane translational mass of QW excitons is given 
by Mx = 0.3 mo, where mo is the free electron mass.
For the terminal point Af of the anomalous dispersion branch, which is characterized
by | =  (Re[/r||(u;f)], Im[/r||(u;f)]}, one has
Im[fc||(u;f)] =  0 .
Re[n} = 0 . (3.12)
and Eq. (3.11) yields
Re[/c!,2)(o;f)] =  kf i - i ^
7x
(3.13)
Similarly to the case of the quasi-particle solutions, the transition between the strong 
and weak coupling regimes of the QW exciton -  photon interaction is attributed 
to the intersection of the two dispersion curves, Ajy (^u;) and fcjj2^ (u;), in 3D space 
{Im(Aj||), Re(fc||). a;} (see Figs. 3.8 and 3.9). Thus, the topologically new dispersion 
branches and k ^ 2\u j)  arise from the old ones (see Fig. 3.9). fcjj^ O*;) and
k ^ \u j) ,  for a damping qx increasing above the critical value 7*r =  7c^-
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The transition point is given by
7X = ^(2) =  1C
UJ = UJq 1 +
3 \/3  /  ^ o^QW£b 
V  c4h2Mx
^pgb _  21/3 7c2)
2c2Mx 2y/S
1/3
=  y/A. ^x/37c2) » (3-14)
(3.15)
In contrast with the quasi-particle solution, for the harmonic-forced one, the transition 
point is thus very sensitive to the in-plane translational mass Mx of QW excitons: 
7*r oc Mx*1/3, according to Eq. (3.14).
In particular, when Mx —> oo and therefore the spatial dispersion due to excitons is
removed, one has 7^  =  0. In this case, the integrated absorption associated with the 
~ (2) ~ (2 )exciton-like branch, k\\ = ki\ (a;), is constant and independent of the damping rate
7 x :
/ (2)lm[k\\ (u;)]du; =  constant oc Rqw . (3.16)
This sum rule on the absorption coefficient is known for bulk [53] and QW exci­
tons [95].
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Figure 3.8: The 7x-induced transition point between the strong and weak coupling 
limits for harmonic-forced confined QW polaritons. For #qw  = 0.025 eV2A and A/x = 
0.3 mo, the critical value of the damping rate is given by 7^  =  119.8/ieV, according 
to Eq. (3.14). Top: the transition point projected in the space {Re[fc||],u;}. Down: the 
transition point projected in the space {Im[fc||].c<;}.
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Figure 3.9: The 7x-induced transition between the strong and weak coupling 
limits for harmonic-forced confined QW polaritons visualized in the 3-D space 
{Re[fc||],Im[A;||],u;}. (a) The strong coupling regime, 7X < 7c2\  (b) the transition
point, 7X = 7c2\  and (c) the weak coupling regime, 7X > 7^ .
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3.2 B r i g h t n e s s  o f  t h e  d a m p i n g - i n d u c e d  QW  p o ­
l a r i t o n s
One can naturally question to what extent the 7x-induced QW polariton dispersion 
branch is observable, i.e. “physical". Some aspects of this question have been al­
ready discussed in Section 3.1. Here, the photon component (^d  along the normal 
and anomalous confined polariton dispersion branches is investigated. The photon 
component, i.e. the amount of photonic character of the QW polariton branch, is a 
measure of the brightness of the polaritons.
In the initial Hamiltonian. Eqs. (2.28)-(2.29), quasi-2D excitons couple with bulk 
photons. However, the confined QW polariton modes deal with the quasi-2D light 
field: in this case the QW excitons are dressed by the evanescent electromagnetic 
field which in tu rn  is trapped and guided by the QW exciton states themselves.
The area-density of the electromagnetic energy associated with the evanescent
light field (along the ^-growth direction of the quantum  well), is given by
/  + OC
(W lD + W ™ ) d z .  (3.17)
■oc
where W |D and W jP are the 3D energy densities associated to the bulk photons of 
the the electric and magnetic fields respectively. W ith W |D =  \V $° and E(z)  = 
E (0)e_Re^  2i, one receives
U -2D _  1 I £ ( 0 ) | 2
phot 47r Ref/cl 5
ki
where ej^ is the dimensionless amplitude of the quasi-2D light field defined as
1 / 2  /  \  1 / 2
( iR e ) * ] )  +  a -k» ■-*.)• (3' 19)
Hence, the amplitude can also be interpreted as a combination of the creation 
(n^) and annihilation (a^)  operators of the quasi-2D photons. In a similar way, the 
dimensionless amplitude of the quasi-2D excitonic polarization is given by
2D def , _  , fk,| — 0k|. 0_k|| (3 .20)
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Figure 3.10: The photon component ^ d  =  ^ 2d(^I|) t i^e normal and anomalous, 
damping-induced branches for 7X = 2.2 meV (solid lines), and of the anomalous branch 
for 7X = 2.0 meV (dashed line), 1.6meV (dashed-dotted line), and 1.0 meV (dotted 
line). The position of the photon cone, fcy = ko = ko(uJo), is indicated by the vertical 
dash-dotted line.
Applying Heinsenberg equations of motion to the Hamiltonian (2.28)-(2.29) [see Ap­
pendix A, Eq. (A.9)-(b)], the following relationship between ej^ and is then 
obtained:
& k | l  “  ^ - k | ,  =  _ 2 'z  5 Z ^ k l i * P * ( a k l l * P *  +  a - k , | , - p , )
0 Pz
[^2 -  =  y  (i?QwRe[«])1/2e ^ . (3.21)
The photon v?2d(^I|) an(  ^ exciton <^2d(^I|) components of quantum  well polaritons are 
defined as the relative intensities of the light and polarization fields respectively and
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are given by
\ p 2 D \ 2
7 kp I
V?2d (^ I |)  =  | ~2D12 _i I ~2D 12 ’I k,! I ^  I k,i I
| i2D|2
^2d(^I|) =  1 ~  ^2D =  I-2DI2 i |~2D|2 ' (3.22)
I k|: I I k|; I
Here, and x™ correspond to the phase-synchronous components of the electric 
and polarization fields which contribute to the to tal energy stored in the quasi-2D 
system.
Thus, by using Eq. (3.21) in Eqs. (3.22), the final expression for the photon component 
V?2D l^l) reads:
h2(Re[c-2 -  « ) 2])2
<f2DW  = --------------— -----------------------  2 • (3-23)
w2/?QWRe[K] +  ft2(Re[u;2 -  K |:)2])
For 7X =  0, Eq. (3.23) reduces to the known expression for the photon component 
along the normal confined polariton branch [37, 60. 76].
The photon component (^d  al°ng the anomalous (a) and normal (n ) QW polariton 
dispersion branches, calculated with Eq. (3.23) for the quasi-particle solution of the 
dispersion Eq. (2.36), is plotted in Fig. 3.10 for various damping rates 7X > 7c^. It 
is clearly seen that, with increasing 7X, the damping-induced QW polariton states 
become briglit, i.e. optically-active, only in the close vicinity of k\\ = kQ and can thus 
be observed experimentally.
At the crossover point A-y =  of the dispersion branches, which occurs for 7X =  
7xr =  7c [see Eqs. (3.6)], the brightness of the anomalous and normal confined QW 
polariton states become equal to each other. A similar behaviour of the photon com­
ponent </?2d °f the QW polariton states takes place for the harmonic-forced solution 
fc|| =  fc||(u;) of Eq. (2.36).
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3.3 T h e  r a d i a t i v e  s t a t e s  o f  QW p o l a r i t o n s  i n
TH E P R E SE N C E  O F D A M P IN G
The damping-induced transition between the strong and weak coupling regimes of 
the QW-exciton -  photon interaction can also be traced for the radiative states.
The modifications which occur in the radiative width T t =  r-r(fc||) and in the Lamb 
shift A t  =  AT(fc||) with increasing 7X are shown in Figs. 3.11(a)-(b).
In this case the radiative corrections are defined as
solid line in Fig. 2.5) refer to the completely coherent case, i.e. to the strong coupling 
limit with 7X =  0, when the low-energy exciton state with fcy < is dressed by 
outgoing bulk photons and interpreted as the radiative QW polariton. In this case,
radiative states.
For an arbitrary small 7X > 0 the dispersion of radiative polaritons persists beyond 
the point £ ,  where the dispersion splits into two sub-branches, as a 7x-induced tail
beyond the bifurcation point B  becomes unphysical, i.e. completely disappears, while
Tt  =  —2Im[cj] -  7X 
A t  =  Re[o»] — ujq , (3.24)
where u  is the solution of Eq. (2.36) th a t satisfies the following conditions:
Re[/c]
Im[u;] <  0. (3.25)
The solid lines in Figs. 3.11(a)-(b) (see also the solid line in Fig. 2.4 and the upper
the point B  (see Figs. 2.4, 2.5 and 3.11) is the terminal point of the dispersion of the
of the radiative states at Ary >  k ^ \  In this case, the upper dispersion sub-branch
the damping-induced radiative tail is associated with the lower dispersion sub-branch 
[see Figs. 3.11(a)-(b)]. The optical width T t of the 7x-induced radiative states at
/D\
k\\ > is approximated by the following expression:
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Figure 3.11: (a): the radiative half-width T t/2  =  -Im(u;) -  7x/2  for different values 
of the damping rate, (b): the related corrections Lamb shifts A t =  Re[u;] -  a*).
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provided tha t (hc/y/£^)yjk^  — k% »  7X. Equation (3.26) clearly shows the damping-
induced nature of the radiative tail: T t(^ || >  *s proportional to the incoherent 
damping rate 7X and therefore vanishes when 7X —> 0. A similar 7x-induced tail of the 
radiative states has also been numerically found for quasi-one-dimensional plasmon- 
polaritons [110].
As shown in Figs. 3.11(a)-(b), in the vicinity of the point k\\ = ko the radiative 
corrections T t and A t effectively decrease with increasing 7X.
At the same time, there is no damping-induced anomalous branch for the radiative 
states of QW excitons. Therefore, in this case, the transition between strong and weak 
coupling regimes of exciton-photon interaction can only be approximately quantified 
in terms of the 7x-induced qualitative changes of the shape of the radiative corrections, 
r T =  r T(fc||) and A t =  A T(fc||), at /cy ~  k0 [see, e.g. the solid against dotted lines in 
Figs. 3.11(a)-(b)]. The drastic, qualitative changes occur when the damping rate 7X
1 /3becomes comparable with the maximum radiative corrections, oc (r§w0) given 
by Eq. (2.37) and A® oc ( r ^ o ) 1^ 3 given by Eq. (2.39).
In order to attribute the transition to the critical damping 7 r^ =  7X2^ oc ( r ^ o )  de­
fined by Eq. (3.6) for confined QW polaritons, the following criterion for the transition 
point has been chosen:
7 "  =  7 ' 2 )  =  ( 3 ' 2 7 )
In this case, the transition occurs synchronously for both conjugated states, i.e. con­
fined and radiative polariton modes.
3 .4  R o b u s t n e s s  a g a i n s t  t h e  i n h o m o g e n e o u s  b r o a d ­
e n i n g
Another natural question is whether an inhomogeneous distribution of exciton ener­
gies, i.e. the inhomogeneous broadening, can effectively screen the incoherent damp­
ing 7X and thus suppress the damping-induced strong-weak coupling transition.
In order to solve this problem, it is supposed that, due to the inhomogeneous broaden­
ing, the exciton resonant frequency uq is described by a Lorentzian distribution. The
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propagator for optically non-interacting excitons G ^  [see Eq. (2.33)] is thus replaced 
by the following function
U
' + X  7 inh/2
kl 71 J-x u-'2 — *0 T?nh/4 + Po — ^ ’o)-
where 7 jnh is the inhomogeneous broadening. By analytical integration of Eq. (3.28), 
and for 7  <$; ujq (which is a reasonable assumption), one finds
/>(°) _  __________111_______  _ ____________________________  (O OQN
“r u* -  ( ^ |; +  t 'W 2 )2 -  «(7x/2 -  7i„h/2)]2 ' 1 ;
if the incoherent damping rate 7X is also included in the exciton propagator. In good 
quality samples it can be assumed tha t 7inh <C 7X. Hence, the QW -polariton disper­
sion, i.e. the poles of Eq. (3.29), and the resulting strong-weak coupling transition 
are not affected by the inhomogeneous broadening.
3 . 5  S u m m a r y
In this Chapter a mean field theory for the role of the homogeneous broadening on the 
“bulk photons - QW exciton” interaction which gives rise to the QW -polariton picture 
has been proposed. In this model, the in-plane exciton wavevector ky is conserved and 
the homogenous broadening, due to exciton-phonon and exciton-exciton interactions, 
has been introduced in terms of an incoherent damping rate 7X =  1/T2 for the exciton 
states.
By analyzing the QW -polariton dispersion with a non-zero 7X. it has been shown 
th a t an increasing amount of incoherent damping does not affect the orthogonality 
between the radiative and confined polariton modes, i.e. the two states do not mix. 
but induces a phase transition (for both modes) from a strong coupling regime (when 
7X =  0) to a weak coupling one. The crossover between the two regimes is attributed 
to a topological change of the polariton dispersion curves which occurs when the 
damping reaches a critical value 7X =  7 r^.
In the case of confined QW polariton modes, a novel result has been found: when 7X is 
above a critical threshold value, a new damping-induced (anomalous) branch of con­
fined QW -polariton modes emerges and evolves for increasing values; the transition 
from the strong to the weak coupling regime is thus attribu ted  to the intersection
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between the normal and the anomalous confined branches. Very interestingly, all 
the characteristic points of the transition are scaled by the same control parameter 
(Fo^q)1/3. The analysis of the light-field profile and the photon component suggest 
that the 7x-induced branch can be observed in high quality quantum wells.
The radiative states are also affected by the incoherent damping and a strong-weak 
coupling transition can be attributed to the drastic qualitative changes of the shape 
of both radiative shift and width.
Finally, it has been proved that the whole picture is robust against the inhomogeneous 
broadening.
4  Q u a n t u m  w e l l  P o l a r i t o n s  in  t h e  
PRESENCE OF IMPURITIES
In the previous Chapter it has been shown tha t an incoherent damping rate for QW 
exciton states strongly modifies the dispersion of both radiative and confined modes, 
but does not affect their orthogonality, i.e. the two states do not mix. Here, a 
microscopic model dealing with scattering of QW excitons by random impurities is 
proposed. The work is still in progress, but preliminary results suggest tha t effects 
related to disorder like random impurities and width fluctuations, can indeed lead 
to finite radiative lifetimes of confined polariton states by scattering of the exciton 
wavevector. Hence, confined and radiative modes are no more orthogonal states.
The breaking of the in-plane translation symmetry - the exciton center-of-mass wavevec­
tor is no longer a good quantum number - induced by disorder has been widely investi­
gated both theoretically and experimentally (see for example Refs. [85, 97, 111-113]), 
but mainly in connection with the notion of secondary emission: when a sample is 
excited with an electromagnetic plane wave, there is not only transmission and reflec­
tion (specular optics), but also (i) coherent emission in other directions due the elastic 
scattering of excitons into different center-of-mass directions and (ii) emission over 
different angles due to inelastic processes which redistribute excitons over different 
momenta.
In the model presented here, random impurities are distributed in a sample of area 
S  and modelled in terms of delta-like scattering potential U{r — r^) for QW excitons, 
which change the in-plane exciton wavevector in both direction and modulus. In the
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occupation number representation the scattering of an exciton from an initial state 
|k||) to a state |p||) due to the delta-like contact potential is given by:
A/
= E  ( P i iT lk i i^ A ,  =  E  - 7 ^ rfcp«'(Pr-kr)'i'1' ' (4-1)
P k p k!
where f j  is the in-plane coordinate of the j-impurity in a sample of area S. M  is the
m atrix element of the scattering process, here assumed constant and a plane-wave
basis {elki!'rn} has been used.
The to tal Hamiltonian describing optically dressed QW-excitons and exciton-scattering 
induced by Ar random impurities is thus given by
H =  E  ^ 1 ° p " p  +  E  ^ 6 P r 6 P r +  E  ! Y  ( a Pi P . 6 P, -  6 p i q pi - p . )
P P|; P|i’Pz
+  E  E  4 6p , ^ ei(PI " k| )rj ’ <4-2>
pn.k,; j = 1 V ‘r’
where, in the first line, the unperturbed QW -polariton Hamiltonian has been written 
in the resonant approximation and the effective exciton-photon coupling Qc is given 
by:
Applying Heisenberg equations of motion to the Hamiltonian (4.2) yields:
Q a / ’°  M  ST ' K n i t  — Km ir. i ^
If scattering process by impurities are disregarded, Eq. (4.4) describes the standard 
QW -polariton problem (in the resonant approximation). In this case, the dispersions 
of the radiative shift A =  At(&h) and the radiative linewidth T t =  Tt(A:||) have 
already been analyzed and shown in the second Chapter (see Figs 2.4 and 2.5). Fig­
ure 4.1 shows the same solutions, u  =  w(A;||) =  Re[u;] +  ilm[u;] =  Re[u;] — ir T/2.
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projected in the complex plane {Re[a;], Im[a>]} for a given set of in-plane wavevectors 
k \\. By visualizing the solutions in the complex plane, the difference between radiative 
and confined polariton modes naturally arises: confined modes, characterized by an 
infinite lifetime r  =  1 /F t and therefore by an imaginary part Im[u/] of the complex 
solutions equal to zero, correspond to the red points lying on the real axis of the 
complex plane; radiative modes have a finite lifetime and their dispersion is shown 
by the blue points which describe both radiative shifts and radiative widths.
K 10
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Figure 4.1: Solutions of the polariton dispersion projected in the complex plane 
{Re[a;],Im[u;]}. The red branch corresponds to the confined (trapped) modes; the 
almost vertical blue branch describes the radiative modes characterized by small ra­
diative shifts and finite radiative widths. The intrinsic half-radiative width Tt(A:|| = 
ko)/2 = — Im[a;(fc|| =  fco)] is also shown. The calculations refer to hujo = 1.1 eV.
If scattering induces a radiative lifetime for the confined modes, the corresponding 
solutions will be lifted up from the real axis of the complex plane by a non-zero 
imaginary part since T t/2  =  — Im[cj].
In order to observe such “gap-filling” effect, i.e. the mixing of radiative and non- 
radiative modes, one needs to find the true eigenstates of the Hamiltonian “unper­
turbed polariton +  scattering terms” , i.e. to solve the set of equations (4.4) for a given 
set of {k||} wavevectors and for all the scattered wavevectors py ^  ky. Hence, a dis­
cretization for the in-plane wavevector space is needed. However, from the numerical 
(and computational) point of view this problem is very complicated.
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Alternatively, one can find the true eigenstates in a statistical fashion. This procedure 
is still under investigation. Nevertheless, some interesting results have already been 
obtained. The analysis starts from the following observation: when in the set of equa­
tions (4.4) the disorder term is disregarded, the eigenspectrum evaluated for a given 
u> - o> is now a fixed parameter for the system (4.4) - reveals the same dynamics of the 
true solutions of the polariton dispersion. Figure 4.2 shows the complex eigenvalues 
A of (4.4) evaluated with the same set of wavevectors used to find the true polariton 
solutions uj = depicted in Fig. 4.1. The eigenvalues located on the real axis
of the complex plane can be associated to the confined states (see the red points in 
Fig. 4.1), whereas the eigenvalues located along the y-axis can be identified with the 
radiative modes (see the blue points in Fig. 4.1). Furthermore, the eigenspectrum 
exhibits a pseudo gap between the two different groups of eigenvalues which is similar 
to the real gap which splits off confined and radiative modes. Hence, it is expected
E
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Figure 4.2: Eigenspectrum of the system (4.4) evaluated for a frequency Cj =  wo
that the evolution of the true eigenstates in the complex plane {Re[u;], Im[u;]} has a 
counterpart in the eigenspectrum. When the real gap between radiative and confined 
modes will close up, so it will the pseudo gap of the eigenspectrum.
The effective strength of the disorder-process can be expressed in terms of the param­
eter {N \M \2) / S  and its intensity must be compared to the effective exciton-photon 
coupling given1 by /?qw^o- A regime of a weak disorder is defined by (N \M \2) / S  C  
Rqw k0.
1This choice is not unique.
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Figure 4.3 shows the eigenspectra of the system (4.4) evaluated for u  = uiQ (for a 
225 values set of {k||} wavevectors), after 100 different random arrangements of 100 
impurities in a sample of l/im 2 for three increasing values of the disorder strength. 
It can be clearly seen that for increasing disorder the pseudo-gap starts the close up. 
It is worth to stress that this result should be interpreted only as a signature of the 
mixing between confined and radiative polariton states. Further investigations are 
needed in order to correctly relate the eigenspectrum to the true eigenstates of the* 
disordered Hamiltonian and are still in progress.
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(a) Eigenspectrum without disorder.
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the eigenspectra of the Hamiltonian (4.2) for (a) no scattering 
terms included and (b),(c),(d) with an increasing strength of the scattering process. 
The eigenvalues have been calculated for u  = uq, -Rqw^o =  10-4 eV2.
5 C o n c l u s i o n s
In this thesis the properties of exciton-polaritons in quantum wells were theoretically 
investigated. The main aim of this research work was two-fold:
•  To provide a complete and definitive picture for the polariton effect in quantum 
wells in the so called strong coupling limit, i.e. when no decoherence of the “QW 
exciton - photon” coupling occurs.
•  To investigate the modifications which occur in the polariton picture when an 
incoherent damping-rate for QW exciton states is taken into account.
The first task has been explored in the second Chapter. The main polariton effect in 
quantum wells is the intrinsic decay mechanism for radiative excitons due to coupling 
of a discrete exciton state with a continuum of bulk photon states, i.e. the radiative 
polariton modes. The other states resulting from the exciton-photon interaction can­
not couple to incident light propagating along the QW growth direction and are called 
non-radiative (or confined) polaritons and, in this sense, they stand as the analog of 
the (stationary) bulk polaritons. QW -polaritons are classified in terms of L —, Z — 
and T — modes according to the orientation of the polarization vector with respect to 
the in-plane exciton wavevector ky; this work has been focused on the T — modes, i.e. 
transverse QW excitons interacting with the in-plane TE-polarized light field, since 
they represent the most interesting case for GaAs QWs which have been chosen here 
for numerically modeling. Both polariton modes are described by the dispersions of 
the radiative shift A t  =  At(&||) (the correction to the exciton energy induced by the 
interaction with the electromagnetic field) and of the radiative lifetime T t =  T t ^ i ) ,
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this latter being zero for the non-radiative trapped polaritons characterized by an 
infinite decay time r  = 1 /T t-
In the standard approach the radiative width r T =  T t ^ i )  is calculated by Fermi's 
Golden Rule and yields an unphysical divergence at the crossover A*n =  k0 [= A:0(u;o)j 
between the excitonic resonance and photon dispersion. As a consequence, the dis­
persion of the radiative shift discontinuously term inates at the same point. It has 
been proved tha t such anomalies in the dispersion of the radiative states disappear if 
one analyzes the exciton-photon coupling non perturbatively. This has been done by 
using a microscopic approach: a second quantized form of the Hamiltonian describing 
the system “QW exciton - bulk photons” and their interaction (with both resonant 
and non resonant terms) has been set up. By applying the diagrammatic technique 
or by the straightforward diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, a dispersion relation 
uj = uj(k\\) [= (At(/c||) +  u;0) — zTxC^u)/2] describing both conjugate states has been 
derived. The radiative width, found solving numerically the dispersion relation, does 
not diverge at point k\\ =  k0, but rather attains its maximum value Also, the
related radiative shift At(A;||) is no more discontinuous at k\\ = ko and reaches its 
maximum value A™** beyond the photon cone, at the point 'where T j =  0 drops to 
zero.
Furthermore, the origin of the divergence which arises within the perturbative ap­
proach has been clarified as due to a ID van Hove singularity which occurs a t fcy =  ko 
in the joint density of states (JDS) for the optical decay of QW-excitons. It has been 
shown tha t the divergence can be removed if one introduces a scattering rate for QW 
excitons in the JDS. Moreover, in the completely coherent interaction of QW excitons 
wdth bulk photons, the radiative width r T(fc||) calculated with the JDS qualitatively 
agree with the exact solutions of the dispersion relation. In this case the divergence is 
relaxed and removed by the very optical decay of QW excitons into the bulk photon 
modes.
The radiative corrections A™** and can be experimentally observed in high- 
quality GaAs quantum  wells even with a relatively small oscillator strength of QW 
excitons: for the param eters used in the numerical evaluation, for example, one esti­
mates that, the shift, -half-width ratio 2Ayax/T ^ ax ~  1.5 and thus the maximum shift 
cannot be completely screened by the maximum radiative width.
In the third Chapter, the effects of an incoherent damping rate 7X for the exciton states 
on the well developed QW polariton pictures have been studied. In the model here
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proposed, the wavevector conservation is preserved and the damping rate 7x =  1/T2 
which corresponds to the homogeneous broadening, originates from exciton-phonon 
and exciton-exciton interactions. In order to study the relaxation of the effective 
strength of the exciton-photon coupling with increasing damping, the dispersion rela­
tion derived by the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian has been solved with a nonzero 
excitonic damping 7X. It has been shown th a t an increasing damping does not affect 
the orthogonality between the radiative and non-radiative polariton modes, i.e. the 
two states do not mix, but induces a phase transition (for both modes) from a strong 
coupling regime (when j x = 0) to a weak coupling one. The crossover between the 
two regimes is attributed to a topological change of the polariton dispersion curves 
which occurs when the damping reaches a critical value 7X =  7xr.
For the non-radiative QW -polariton modes, two solutions (related to  two differ­
ent experimental geometries) have been studied: the quasi-particle solutions ana­
lyzed in the 3D space {u;,Im(/c||), Re(/c||)} and the harmonic-forced solutions in the 
{/c||, Im(u;), Re(u;)} space. In both cases a novel polariton effect has been found: for 
increasing damping values, a new 7x-induced polariton branch (called anomalous) rel­
evant to the confined modes emerges and evolves; the strong-weak coupling transition 
is thus attributed to the intersection between the normal and anomalous polariton 
branches. The appearance of a second dispersion branch of confined QW polaritons 
is explained as due to the relaxation of the energy conservation ^-function by the 
damping rate 7X.
The quasi particle solution is particularly interesting: in this case the dispersion of 
the anomalous branch, which lies within the photon cone, is very close to the exciton 
resonance and can thus be thought as a new optical decay channel of the exciton states 
that opens up and develops with increasing damping. In the overdamped (7X > 7 *r) 
regime, the polariton effect, i.e. a coherent superposition of the exciton and photon 
states, is completely lost, since the anomalous branch can be interpreted in terms 
of an excitonic dispersion, while the normal (old) polariton mode is almost photon­
like. The analysis of the photon component shows that the damping-induced branch 
indeed can be observed.
For what concerns the radiative states, the incoherent damping rate does not induce 
any anomalous radiative branch. In this case the transition between strong and 
weak coupling regimes has been approximately quantified in terms of the damping- 
induced qualitative changes in the shape of the radiative corrections A t (/c||) and
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r T(A;||); drastic, qualitative changes have been shown to take place when the damping 
rate 7X becomes comparable with the maximum radiative corrections A™3* and r™**.
The overall picture of the strong-weak coupling transition is robust against the effect 
of the inhomogeneous broadening.
In the last Chapter a microscopic theory for momentum scattering of exciton states 
by impurities has been presented. The model proposed has been formulated in terms 
of a quadratic Hamiltonian for interacting QW  excitons, bulk photons and localised 
impurities. Preliminary results suggest tha t with increasing disorder, the radiative 
and confined polariton modes start to mix.
A  D i a g o n a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  “Q W - e x c i t o n  
- b u l k  p h o t o n ” H a m i l t o n i a n
The starting point is the Hamiltonian density for the interaction between the 2- 
dimensional excitons and the light field, which is given by:
n  =  2™ 2Pa +  ^ ( V  x A )2 +  ^ P 2 +  ^ - S ( z )  (p p  -  U 2) 2 , (A .l)
where P  and A are the polarization density and the potential vector field, respec­
tively (pa ,pip are the corresponding conjugate momenta), $  is the two-dimensional 
polarizability, L  is the quantization length, ojq is the exciton resonance frequency and 
v = c/y/Ib. A second-quantization form for A  and P  is given by:
/  ~  \  1 / 2
e'k|l'r|1(6it|| +  f e l t , ) ,
A = E ( ? j 5 ) 1/2 e‘*eikr(a- -"--)■ (A-2)
where V = S L  is the quantization volume, Ok, are the boson operators for bulk 
photons and quasi-2D excitons, respectively; k  =  {ky, k%} and the in plane wavevector 
k|| is the good quantum number (translational invariance).
The Hamiltonian H  is obtained by integrating the density H  over the volume V. The 
final result is the following:
H = H-y + Hx + Hj + H} ', (A.3)
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with
H1 =
k
h x =
k l !
=  j Ckn./czC^ kii.fcz+ a -k|l.-fcr)(^~ki' ~^Li)
k|| fc2
^  =  ^ ^ ^ ^ Ck|;,fczCk||•fc^ Qk|^Z+Q!1"kl•-ifc^^ Q■k'• " ^ + Q kl•fc^ , ^A '4^
k | l  f c z . f c '
where u;k. u;£ are the photon and exciton dispersions, respectively. The coupling 
constant Ck,,.*^  (having the dimensions of an energy) is expressed in terms of the 
dimensional oscillator strength per QW unit area / ? q w  and the quantization length 
L as
< « >k
Heisenberg’s equations of motion
i h j t A = [A ,H ). (A.6)
where A =  A(0)e ^  is a generic boson operator, are applied to the operators 
ttkr &k|,; frkr • By using the standard commutation rules for boson operators, i.e.
[A\, Ay] =  8XX>. one gets:
hwotk =  fuj^a k 4- iC fc|!,fcz(6kl, -  b+_ k,,) +  2 ^ ( Qki .p* +  Q -k, , - Pz) >
Pz
W _ k =  - ^ I k  +  ^ ^ ^ k , ,  - ^ i) - 2 % ^ E Ck.!^ K ^  + Qt- k|,-p I) '
Pz
^ ^ k |i  =  ^ ’0^k|i —  ^ Ck|:.pz(a k| ,p2 +  <a_k | .-p 2) ?
Pz
^ j_ k| =  -fc jo& lk ,; -  +  a - k |:.-pz) •
Pz
(A .7)
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Applying two times the Heisenberg’s equation to the operators ctk and b^ ., yields:
h2 92 
~ h w ak  =
d2
- h2W ^  =
[«k ,H ] ,H
(A.8)
Using the results provided by Eqs. (A.7) and adding to each equation of the set (A.8) 
its complex conjugate, the following set of coupled equations is obtained:
+ hwZC^.. k,h2u 2 . t ,
ak + a - k = 2 i h V 0 [ftV  -  («^)a] (6k« “ fc- ki ) ’ (a)
k^|l ^-ki, — 2 -2 y !  C,k||1p,(ttk|j1p, +  «Lk pz) • (b)
Pz
(A.9)
Coupling of the above two equations yields:
4huJohujlCk
«k|,,pz +  ot_ k"’- ^  hW 0[h W  -  h2(cul)2 y  ^k|| ,pz (a k|| ,pz +  Cklk pz) • (A. 10)
Pz
Multiplying each side by Ck|| ,kz and summing over kz one gets the following dispersion 
relation
2 2U  - W n =
4 UJd E
Clkii.fcz
ft wo v  ^  -  K ) '
(A .11)
By replacing the sum over fcz with the integral, —> (L /2 tt) / dA:z and using the
fcz ^
definition (A.5) for Ckn,fcz, Eq. (A .ll) reads
RqwEbUj* f ° ° __
C2h27T J-oo fc2
2 /•oo dk.
 +  k?i — ko(uj) 2 •
(A.12)
After analytical solution of the integral [114], the final form of the dispersion relation
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is then obtained:
;2   j2 _|__
l h 2 y j k \  -  k l ( u j )
_ w +  = o (A 13)
o2i “
B  S e l f - c o n s i s t e n t  p e r t u r b a t i o n  t h e o r y  
OF THE JOINT DENSITY OF STATES
The starting point is the joint density of states (JDS)
1  f + O Q
p ( k | | , u >  =  ! < £ , )  o c  -  /  d k
** J —oo-°° 72 +  (^k,, -  ^k)
2 • (B .l)
W ith new variables
kz =  fc||tanc^,y? G [—7r/2,7r/2] , 
ck\\ k
ko(cjo)
5 =  V l  — S2 =  sin cp0 , 
7 =  — <  1,
the JDS can be written as
1 r ' 2 h
J - n / 2  0^ ^ 
2 W 2- ^  kw
'ydip
P OC i o o  2
77 7 -tt/ 7  cos v? +  [cos ip — 8\
•>—►0
rsu
7r / 7dx-(^ o ^0 ^2 6+  \ x +  (5272
(B.2)
=  cos^o.V’o 6 [—jr/2, tt/ 2] (fc|| ^  A:0) , (B.3)
(B.4) 
(B.5)
(B.6)
where x  =  <p — pQ.
By expansion of the new variables x  and 5 in the close proximity of the dangerous
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point k\\ = k0, Eq. (B.6) is approximated by the following expression
7dx
7TU,’o -<po }(:r 4- <5)4 — l8 2(x 4- <5)2 4- 84/ 4 -4- S27 2
(B.7)
By introduction of the new variable u = x  4- S. the integral at the r.h.s. of Eq. (B.7) 
becomes
I = /
ir/2-<po+sin<fo 7 d u V 2
— ipo+sini^ o w4/4  -  \8 2u2 4- £4/4  +  S272 4^2 + W ^ 4,52^2 + _  £2
(B.8)
By replacing the result (B.8) in Eq. (B.7), the final expression for the JDS in the 
original variables is then obtained:
k\\V2
TtUJO yj{k l ~  k \)2 + ^ 2k \k l  yj(k$  -  /rjf)2 +  ^ k j k ^  -  k l 4-
1 / 2  '
(B.9)
The radiative decay rate r-r(k||) is then obtained by using the density of states given 
above within the Golden Rule:
y J ( k o ~  k \ ) 2 +  ± l 2 k \ k l  y j (A:2 -  k \ ) 2 4- 47 2 k \ k l  -  k% +  k *
1 / 2  • (B.10)
In the limit ko — k\\ 7 /co. i.e. far  from the k\\ = k0 point, the JDS is approximated
by the following expression:
£tM) 1
7TC A ? k*
(B-11)
and the result for Tt provided by the standard perturbation theory [see Eq. (2.25)] 
is recovered:
r T ~  r 0—  k° . (B .12)
In the opposite limit h\\ —► ko'.
To
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The JDS (B.9) has been derived for Ary <  ko, but it is possible to show tha t the same 
expression is valid also for a narrow band &n >  ko, i.e. even beyond the critical point 
ko- In this case, the new variables to work with are: 5 = k\\/ko = cosh</?0 1) 
and 6 = sinh^o =  \/S2 — Hence, Eqs. (B.9) and (B.10) characterize Tx(^||) in the 
narrow region \k\\ — ko\ < ko.
C D e r i v a t io n  o f  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  p a ­
r a m e t e r s
In this Appendix, the characteristic parameters of the strong-weak coupling transition 
and of the strong-coupling regime are analytically derived.
The starting point is the dispersion relation
£b
c * f r 2 y j k 2 -  k % ( u j )
^ - K , ) 2+ =o. (ci)
Equation (C .l) can be transformed in the following cubic equation in x  = uP\
x 3 -  A x 2 + B x - C  = 0 , (C.2)
The coefficients (generally complex), related to the quantum well parameters, are:
A  =  l3 -t- 2c*o — $
B  = 2a 0P -I- ot2 
C  =  a lt)
OLQ = W2
h2P
0  =  K , ) 2 —
* -  >c =>
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Analysis of the transition point
At the transition point the damping-induced and the standard QW -polariton branches 
intersect and this means tha t Eq. (C.2) is characterized by a double-degenerate com­
plex root. In terms of the coefficients A, B and C of the cubic equation, this condition 
is expressed by the following equation:
To find the critical damping inducing the transition, one makes the following 
substitution in Eq. (C.4):
The wavevector k\\ = where the transition takes place is found by the substitution 
of Eq. (C.7) in Eq. (C.6) and it is given by:
4A 3C -  18A B C  -  A 2B 2 +  27C 2 +  4 £ 3 =  0
4p52 -  6[20a.3 +  S32 -  a 2] -  4 (a  -  3)3 = 0 . (C.4)
u^k|, * ^ T x / 2  ~  k'O * T x / 2  o^o * a 0  ^ 7 x  • T x  ^-’c D x  • ( ^ ' • ^ )
A set of two coupled equations is thus obtained:
71  =  6 ( 5 0  -  q 0/2 ) +  3 (q 0 -  3 ) 2 
32(a0 -  P f  -  1 1 6 P 2 +  52a 0Sp -  8a \5  +  a 0 6 2 / 2  -  052 = 0 . (C.6)
By solving perturbatively the system (C.6) [disregarding terms proportional to 8d 
with 5 > 1 (6 being the smallest parameter)], the following expression for the critical 
damping 7*r is found:
(C.7)
(C.8)
In order to find the radiative width T j and the radiative shift at the transition 
point specified by (^^ .7^ ). one needs to replace the coefficients (C.3) of the cubic
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equation (C.2) according to
^k,, “ > ^k|, “  *7x /2  ~  o;0 -  h x / 2  =>- a 0
P  -  P tT
W ith these substitutions Eq. (C.2) reads:
x3 — A x 2 +  B x  +  C  =  0 , (C .ll)
where
A  =  A  i +  iA .2  — p tr +  2o;o — 6  — 2*7*r
B  =  B i +  iB - i  =  «o +  2 a 0/Jtr -  (7 " )2 -  2i/3tr7 “  -  2 ia 07 ir 1
C  =  C , +  tC2 =  -a g ( /3 tr)2 +  (7xr)2/3tr +  2 ia 0/3tr7 'r • (C.12)
Equation (C .ll)  must be compared with the following cubic equation:
(x — a)2(x — b) = 0 <=> x3 — x2(2a +  6) +  x(a2 +  2ab) — a2b = 0 , (C.13)
where a is the double degenerate root corresponding to the solution u  = u tT of the
dispersion relation (C .l) at the transition point, i.e. when for 7X =  7*r the two 
branches u  = and u  =  u>2 (k\\) intersect [0^ 1 (A:j|) =  ^ (^ y )  =.u;tr] at h\\ = A:jjr :
a =  (^tr)2 =  (Re[^tr] — i Im[o;tr])2 — Re[^tr]2 _ 2zRe[u;tr]Im[u;tr] =  ar+* &i- b = bT+ibi is 
the other solution of the cubic equation (related to the radiative states). By matching 
the coefficients of the two cubic equation (and after some algebraic manipulation) the 
following set of two coupled equations for aT and ax is then obtained:
3a2 — 3a2 — 2 A 2 CI1 “I- 2q,tA \ — B\ =  0 ,
‘2A 2 &T 2A\ci\ — 6arai — B 2  = 0. (C.14)
-  *7? ; 7xr = CJo7xr > (C.9) 
h2(? (C.10)t r \ 2( * f )
Its solutions are:
a ,  =
A\ — \ M  — 3B\ 27tr 1 111
 >L------------=> A? = R « k ] - m  = = - ^ ( r ^ o ) I/3,
~  2 A 2 d T -ptr _  OT__r 1 _  a ' 7x" _  \ / 3  ( t ^2 \  1/3 ( rK 1cA
2AX -  6at T ~  K 1  "  —2Re[wtr] "  3 “  ^4 ( ' ( ]
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Characterization of the maximum radiative w idth r£
To find the maximum value of the radiative width occurring at the wavevector 
k\\ = ko = ko(u>o) and the corresponding radiative shift Ay =  u A — u;o, it is necessary 
to start from Eq. (C.2). In this case, one needs to find the real and imaginary parts 
of the complex root uj2 =  (Re[ic] — i Im[u/’])2 ~  Re[u;]2 — 2iRe[u;jIm[u;] — x T — i x x which 
satisfies Eq. (C.2) at the point k\\ = k0 =s> 3 = (h2c2 fe ^ k y  =  fa.
By imposing these condition, the following set of two equations for the variable z — 
x T — is obtained:
3 z 2 =  x \  — 2SaQ
—z 3 + x?z-h  2x?z  =  Sa% . (C.16)
Coupling of Eqs. (C.16) yields the following cubic equation in the dimensionless vari­
ables z  = z/atQ, S = S / a q:
8z 3 -I- 6Sz — S = 0 . (C.17)
Solution of (C.17) (with 6 as the smallest param eter) yields:
= =  (C.18)
=4>
=  / / a t / 3 t 1 / 3  A a =  Re[w] -  U o  =  v X  =  -  u,-o =  1 •
Characterization of the maximum radiative shift A® = A®(fr®)
The solution of the dispersion relation (C .l) a t the bifurcation point B  (see Fig. 2.5) 
corresponds to a double degenerate real root since r® =  Tt(^|| =  fc®) =  0 (see Fig. 
2.4). The other solution is also real and correspond to the confined polariton mode 
(described by real frequencies, the imaginary part being zero since the radiative life­
time goes to infinite for trapped states) at k\\ = A;®. In terms of the (real) coefficients 
a./3 and 6 of the cubic equation (C.2), this condition is again expressed by Eq. (C.4). 
In this case one needs to solve only the following equation in the dimensionless vari­
ables 6 = S/a$  and = P / a 0:
-  S(5/3 +  2~f -  1/4) -  (1 -  P)3 = 0 (C.19)
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The following expression for the wavevector a t point B  is obtained:
P — 1 +  -jy=y/$ => A:|| — A:® — ko(u>o) i + 3- ( ±2 \ 2 ujq
2/3'
(C.20)
In order to find the maximum shift A® which occurs at k\\ = A;®, one needs to repeat 
the derivation used to find the transition radiative shift A£, since, also in this case 
one solution is double degenerate. In this case, the procedure is more simple since all 
the roots of the cubic equation are real and it yields:
(C.21)
The same procedure is applied in order to derive the characteristic param eters of the 
harmonic-forced solution.
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